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FOREWORD

This document, which discusses the requirements and specifications for a Lunar/Earth

Data Bank System, is one of a series of reports written as part of the Manned Space-

craft Center Data Management Study under Contract NAS 95191. To enable the reader

to consider this report in the context of the entire study, the reports are listed here:

MSC Data Management Guidelines Study
Biomedical Data Management Study
Lunar/Earth Data Bank Study
State-of -the-Art Survey

The reader desiring greater insight into any of the above areas is referred to the

appropriate report.

The Lunar/Earth Data Bark Study team included R. K. Summit, Task Leader,

S. R. Levine, S. Elster, C. H. Marshall, W. Simpson, L. J. Raffle, and M. Bernstein.

The study team would like to acknowledge the friendly, cooperative, and informative

nature of the interviews granted by the Manned Spacecraft Center personnel, aad the

helpful assistance provided by the personnel of Lockheed Electronics Company.
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SUMMARY

The contempiated use of Earth--orbital satellites in an Earth resources survey pro-
gram to observe surface phenomena suggests a variety of potential applications to
study natural resources in water, air, and land environments. Data thus far gathered
from remote sensing of the lunar surface will greatly assist in the final selection of
landing sites for the planned manned lunar landings. In both cases the variety and
complexity of the data collection media and the data content require that formal
procedures of data handling and control be established to ensure, maximum data
utilization. Too frequently, past emphasis has been directed at the collection of
data with inadequate planning for the processing, analysis, storage, retrieval, and
dissemination of such data after collection. This report represents an investigation
of the information requirements of potential lunar and Earth data users, and the con-
ceptual design of a Lunar/Earth Data Bank system. The described system incorporates
the latest advances in information technology to achieve maximum data utilization with
minimum user inconvenience.

Current NASA remote sensing programs include both aircraft and spacecraft activities,

the former being conducted to test and evaluate equipment and techniques for later
planned spacecraft missions. At present, principal investigators and other agencies
requesting data deal directly with the program office or a designated service facility
to obtain needed data. Responses are manually processed, and are provided on a no
cost or minimum cost basis. The potential user must request specific, known mate-
rial with few exceptions. The volume and potential usefulness of the data from future

missions will preclude such specialized handling and distribution.
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If information so collected is to be effectively utilized, the potential user must be
informed of its existence, and must be provided a means to identify and obtain the

data he requires. With source data as diverse in content, form, and format as those
anticipated from the NASA programs, a storage and retrieval system is indicated
which will include provision for physical storage of source data, descriptive catalog-
ing of source data, dissemination of information describing the availability of source
data, means for identifying relevant source data, and some means for reproducing
and distributing requested source data in response to users' needs.

To meet these requirements, a Lunar/Earth Data Bank system is suggested which
includes subsystems for input processing, information storage, inquiry processing,
and reproduction and dissemination. System inputs originating from NASA programs
as well as outside sources take various forms including magnetic tape, film, maps,
reports, data forms, and prints. The Input Processing Subsystem is responsible
for review, acceptance, and initial processing of all data to be included in the pro-
posed data bank. After acceptance, source data are cataloged, and selected items
are reproduced as microimages in the form of unit records. The cataloging process
produces citations which characterize the contents of the source data with descriptors
and keywords which become the basis for indexes used in the inquiry subsystem.
These three types of items — source data, unit records, and citations — are passed
to the Information Storage Subsystem for physical, image, and digital storage,
respectively. The Inquiry Subsystem allows the user to specify his information needs
relative to the contents of the records he wishes retrieved, utilizing an input/output
terminal coupled to a computer. This interactive mode of operation allows the man
to couple his intellectual powers of recognition and selection to the data processing
power of the computer in the identification and selection of relevant source data.
The Reproduction and Dissemination Subsystem distributes announcement information
regarding the availability of source data, produces specified unit records, and
responds to requests for specific material by supplying original source data or
reproduced copies thereof to requestors. The system as proposed allows for centrali-
zation of storage and decentralization of inquiry terminals to provide a maximum of
access convenience with a minimum of file maintenance problems.
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Because of the state-of-the-art nature of the proposed system, it is recommended

that an implementation program be initiated. This program would include a prototype

phase followed by an operations phase. Knowledge and experience gained in the
prototype environment will help to crystallize the requirements for the large-scale
operational system. It is recommended that the prototype phase be implemented
on a data base of existing source data.

The final sectik t discusses a number of additional considerations and studies which
should be conducted in support of the general problems associated with remote
sensing technology. In particular, functions involved in the acquisition, processing,
and analysis of remote sensor data are stressed. Two additional recommendations
are made: one for the establishment of a Remote Sensing Technology Laboratory
which would develop integrated, highly automated acquisition, processing, and
analysis systems; and another for the development of techniques for dissemination
of Lunar/Earth data and the education of potential users in the exploitation of these
data.
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Part I

DETERMINA'T'ION OF REQUIREMENTS

Part I of this report describes the flow of lunar sciences and

Earth resources data within NASA. MSC; and between NASA,

MSC, and principal investigators performing research in various

application areas such as geology, hydrology, geodesy, agricul-

ture, and forestry. Emphasis is placed on the information:

storage and retrieval aspects of the data flow in order to develop

a set of requirements and general design criteria for a Lunar/

Earth Data Bank.
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The rapidly burgeoning science and technology of remote sensing is being used in the

lunar sciences to acquire data relative to the composition of the lunar surface. This

information will greatly assist in the final selection of landing sites for the planned

manned lunar landings. Spacecraft have also been used to collect Earth-related data

in the areas of meteorology, communications, and navigation. The contemplated use

of Earth-orbital satellites in an Earth resources survey program to observe surface

phenomena suggests a variety of potential applications to study natural resources in

water, air, and land environments. Data from a spacecraft observation vantage point

can provide substantial scientific and economic benefits in the areas of geography,

cartography, and cultural resources; agriculture and forestry resources; geology and

mineral resources; hydrology and fresh water resources; and oceanography and marine

resources. Some specific applications which have been suggested include earth map-

ping, collection of agricultural census data, global surveys on crops. forest inventory,

detection of sea ice, and the discovery- of new mineral and fuel deposits.

The objectives of the various Lunar/Earth resources programs were assigned to NASA

under the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. These objectives are (Ref. 1):

• To develop and test procedures, instruments, subsystems, spacecraft, and

interpretative techniques ir. the various applications areas

• To accomplish long-range studies of the problems and potential benefits

resulting from utilization of space activities for peaceful and scientific

purposes

To examine the extent of applicability of rennote sensing technology. and to develop

the technology itself, the Earth Resources Aircraft Program currently in progress

1-1
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is investigating and evaluating alternative operating conditions for remote sensing

devices. In upcoming manned Earth-orbiting experiments, individual sensors will be
calibrated, sensor performance will be evaluated, and imagery and other data will be
collected over various established test sites. The collected data will be compared
with surface data to determine feasibility and methodology of identifying surface
phenomena. In later missions, data will be collected by aircraft and satellites as well
as by surface stations using several different remote-sensing instruments ranging
from high-resolution cameras to imaging radars. These data will be extremely use-
ful to many Earth and lunar science disciplines and will form the basis for continuing
operational programs.

1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF REPORT

Program emphasis thus far has been on the collection and interpretation of data with
relatively less attention being paid to data organization, control, and wide dissemina-
tion. Many of the missions have contained specific experiments designed by a principal
investigator who has sole responsibility for the initial interpretation of the data. and
who controls the availability of the data. Other missions such as Ranger. Surveyor.
Lunar Orbiter, and Gemini, however, have collected data of wide interest and varied
application. Demand for these data has indicated that control using manual filing
techniques is inefficient and leads to wider-utilization of the data. The quantities and
variety of data anticipated from currently planned programs further indicate the need

for a formal s ystem to acquire, organize, store, retrieve, announce, and disseminate
needed data if full benefit is to be realized from the programs and if the requirements
of potential users are to be served. It is the purpose of this report to provide design
guidelines for a Lunar/Earth data bank system which will incorporate the latest
advances in information technology to achieve maximum data. utilization with minimum

user inconvenience.

Figure 1-1 depicts the scope of this study (shaded portion) relative to the overall data
flow from NASA programs. It can be seen that data collected from satellite missions,
aircraft flights, and ground-based stations are passed to the data bank. The Input
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Processing Subsystem is responsible for accepting, identifying, formatting, and cata-
loging these data. Secondary records consisting of descriptive citations and unit
records (microfiche copies of formatted source data) are generated by this section of
the data bank. Source data, unit records, avd descriptive citations are passed to the
Information Storage Subsystem for physical, image, and digital storage, respectively.
Inquiries from users are processed in the Inquiry Subsystem and responses to requests
are processed through the Reproduction and Dissemination Subsystem. This latter
section is also responsible for disseminating announcement information concerning the
availability of source data to prospective users. Results of user analyses of source
data as well as mission evaluations and requirements summaries are fed back to the
data bank, and also to the NASA planning and administration function. Important
features of the proposed data bank system include:

• Centralized storage and decentralized inquiry
• Data structuring for multiple, cross-disciplinary usage
• User knowledge feedback to upgrade the data store
• Provision for coordinate rather than faceted retrieval
• Compatibility with existing NASA scientific and technical information system

Not included within the direct scope of the current study are several other important
data handling areas associated with NASA remote sensing programs which are outlined
in the last section of the report. The areas requiring additional consideration include
data acquisition, time and feature correlation of multiple records, data compression,
image enhancement, pattern recognition, automated photogrammetry, and photometrics.
Results of research and experimentation in these areas of remote sensing technology
can substantially improve the quality and utility of the data controlled by the proposed

data bank system.

1.3 METHODOLOGY AND REPORT ORGANIZATION

To perform the study, a team of specialists was assembled which included a research
scientist in information technology, a staff scientist in remote sensing and photo
technology, a data systems engineer, a geologist, an astronomer, and two members
with general operations research backgrounds. It was decided that the study would
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consist of two phases: definition of user requirements, and conceptual design of a
Lunar/Earth data bank system. The basic tool used in the definition of user require-
ments was the interview, with interview sessions limited to two or three persons when-
ever possible to keep the inverviews informal and to avoid digressive conversation.
Interviews were conducted at MSC with representatives of the Management Services
Division, Photographic Technology Laboratory, Test and Operations Office, Applica-
tions Project Office, Mapping Science Branch, Lunar Receiving Laboratory, and the
Information Systems Division. These groups are included in the Science and Applica-
tions Directorate, Engineering and Development Directorate, and the Administration
Directorate. From these interviews, a description of current NASA MSC Lunar/
Earth data flows was developed which appears as Section 2.

Section 3 synthesizes Lunar/Earth information requirements into a set of overall
guidelines which serve as the basis for the Lunar/Earth Data Bank System design
concept presented in Section 4. An implementation program is outlined in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes the report by discussing additional considerations and investiga-
tions relating to the total data handling problem associated with remote sensing
programs. A reference list is included as Section 7. Appendices provide detailed
discussion of the information requirements of Lunar/Earth data bank users (Appen-
dix A), indexing concepts (Appendix B), and DIALOG, the Lockheed on-line information

retrieval language (Appendix C).
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Section 2
NASA LUNAR/EARTH DATA FLOWS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The description of the NASA Lunar/Earth data flows is presented here to establish
the present status of the available data services in support of the lunar sciences and
earth resources. programs. Appendix A contains a supplemental discussion of Lunar/
Earth disciplines and users' information requirements. No evaluation of the adequacy
or efficiency of these operations is intended.

The scope of the Lunar/Earth Data System study is to determine the data requirements
for a Lunar Sciences and Earth Resources data bank. Additional requirements arise
from the experimental payloads which support the activities of principal investigators
in the scientific community at large. The MSC at Houston has cognizance of data
generated by the Lunar/Earth applications programs. This jurisdiction presently
includes operations and services supplied by Langley Research Center (LRC), Aero-
nautical Chart and Information Center (ACIC), Army Mapping Service (AMS), the
United States Geological Survey (USGS), and laboratories operated by the principal
investigators. The facilities at MSC provide parallel processing support in most
areas plus detailed services for agencies requiring data.

The present data-processing functions at MSC principally support the program offices
for mission evaluation and analysis. The organizational structure provides for pro-
gram management through the office of the Director of Science and Applications. The
office of the Director of Engineering and Development provides the principal support
in electronic data processing and gives computational support.

Principal investigators, and other agencies requesting data, must deal directly with
the program office to obtain support from the designated service facility, i.e. , the
photo laboratory or the data reduction center .

2-1
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2 DATA INPUT INTERFACES

The data inputs for processing and handling encompass many programs. Data
flows described here fall into two general categories — the Earth Resources Program
and the Lunar Science Program. The objectives in these two areas differ widely;
however, a large overlap exists in the techniques utilized for data acquisition and
processing.

The Earth Resources Program generates data from four basic sources. These
sources are shown in Fig. 2-1 as aircraft, spacecraft, test site, and laboratory
calibrations. Data acquisition by the Earth-orbiting satellites consists of telemetry
data recorded on magnetic tape at the various recording sites plus the video trans-
mission of photographic data at those receiving stations equipped for recording. In
the case of recoverable instrumentation packages and manned spacecraft systems.
the data are processed as shown in Fig. 2-1.

The Earth Resources Program data flows are extremely complex because of the
relative ease with which sensor data may be obta i ned. Under special circumstances,
principal investigators maintain their own processing facilities. MSC is coordinating
these activities, and has cognizance over these data. particularly where the external
data are obtained over NASA-designated sites. MSC provides a clearing-house service
for the data handling, processing, duplication, and storage in cooperation with the
principal investigators.

MSC maintains data processing facilities for magnetic tape recordings — voice,
video, or telemetry — and a photographic laboratory capable of processing an almost
infinite number of film sizes and film types. The data unit coordinates these activities
and is responsible for fulfilling the distribution requirements and services of special
requests. The Technical Information Center provides an indexing and cataloging
system for the reports and supporting documents.

2-2
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Lunar Science Program data flows are more disciplined because of the necessary

rigorous attention to the constraints of the communications network furnished by the

Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF). Further, the ground reconstruction

equipment (GRE) produces a single size output film which minimizes the number of

film formats and types handled. Future requirements for supporting manned space-

craft operations will impose additional processing requirements. The present flows

support the Lunar Orbiter Program.

Figure 2-2 shows the lunar orbiter photographic system. The spacecraft photographic

system flow is useful in identifying the environmental features at the time of exposure.

This information is annotated to the film during the ground reconstruction of the photo-

graphs. For photographic data, the DSIF at Goldstone. California. Madrid, Spain.

and Woomera, Australia, are equipped with dual GRE. The output of the GRE is a

35-mm filmstrip which is processed by Eastman Kodak onto 9. 5-in. film. The

initial data reduction or "screening" has been performed at LRC by screening teams

composed of members from participating agencies. Simultaneously, other support

functions were performed at MSC, ACIC, AMS, and the USGS.

The Lunar Science Program inputs include data from other programs such as the

Explorer and Surveyor series and will include the data from the Apoilo program.

The MSC activities provide the basic support for each program office.

2.3 DATA OUTPUT INTERFACE

The data outputs can be classified into three groups independent of the nature of the

data. The first group is represented by the specific Program Office. The Program

Office is responsible for the mission analysis and data quality assessment. The

Program Office also supplies team members to the screening and analysis activity.

The second group receiving data outputs is the principal investigator or coinvestigator.

In some cases the Program Office and the principal investigator may be the same,

particularly for the experimental data. The third group of outputs represents all

other interested parties. In this area there are two principal groups, the firs! being
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other interested investigators and the second the general public. TIIe general public

is serviced through the Public Affairs Office (PAO).

-.'t DATA PROCESSING ACTIVITIES

The available input data and the specified outputs generally define the required data

flows in support of the Lunar/Earth data system. The existing flows reflect an organi-

zation which has evolved based on the availability of facilities and personnel of the

required disciplines. The description of these data flows is shown in rig. 2-3. The

functions shown are located at MSC; however, duplicate capabilities for selected

functions are operated by principal investigators and by other research centers. The

Director of Science and Applications has the responsibility for the Lunar Sciences and

Earth Resources data management. The nature of the data has resulted in the Mapping

Sciences Branch assuming the data analysis and control responsibility for the Lunar

programs, with the Mission and Data Management Office providing the basic support

to the Earth Resources programs.

The Science and Applications Directorate utilizes the services provided by the Admin-

istration Directorate, namely, the Technical Information Center (TIC) or library and

the Photographic Technology Laboratory, and the service provided by the Engineering

and Development Directorate for data reduction support and storage facilities for

magnetic tapes and associated documentation.

The Photographic Technology Laboratory and the Central Metric Data riles operations

require further description. These two centers provide the interface points for the

data inputs. The Photographic Technology Laboratory (PTL) processes the film from

the Earth Resources, ground truth, stationary remote sensors, aircraft, or space-

craft operations. The PTL also receives processed film or copies of film from the

principal investiga+ors' laboratories or from the LRC/EK produced outputs. Similarly,

the PTL also ;:.ores reproducible photo data from Gemini, Ranger, Surveyor and

other NASA programs.
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The Central Metric Data Files (CMDF) are maintained by the Computation And
Analysis Division (CARD) to support the data processing functions . The data

processing facility provides support data for mission evaluation. As a byproduct,
the CMDF has established an efficient method for the logging of source data and
maintains an accession list of these data. As a result, the CMDF receives the
Lunar Orbiter source data from LRC for logging. The magnetic tapes are processed
to extract event data and the film and amiotation list identifying the film is forwarded
to the PTL. The CAAD provides video and telemetry data reduction services for
Lunar/Earth Resources operations

The Test and Operations Office publishes an accession list for the Earth Resources
Aircraft Program Data Bank. The information so cataloged is divided into three
major categories as follows:

(1) Technical Documents
(2) Photographic Data
(3) Magnetic Tape Data

The three categories correspond to the TIC, PTL, and the CMDF data types.

The Data Management Office is prescrtly implementing an Interim information
Storage and Retrieval System for the natural resources data.

2.5 DATA ACTIVITIES

The total data activity included in support of the Lunar/Earth programs can only be
approximated. This is due to the fact that the instrumentation requirements must be
adapted to changing requirements. The many principal investigators representing
many areas of research continually establish new requirements. The instrumentation
to be used in spacecraft operations has not been determined at this time. These
instruments will be similar to those used in the aircraft program; however, they must
be adapted to space environment. New instruments are being designed to meet the
requirements of the space program. They are designed to take maximum advantage
of the space vantage point and the larger surface area coverage contained in a single
image.
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2. 5. 1 Aircraft Program

The list of aircraft program sensors and instruments shown in Table 2-1 is repre-
sentative of the variety of systems employed. As the Earth Resources program is

expanded, new techniques will be employed necessitating more aircraft and/or Earth-
orbiting vehicles.

The data acquired and the types of products to be derived from the aircraft program
acquisition equipment are as follows:

(1) Film imagery from the RC-8 and T-11 cameras will be reproduced as duplicate
positives and duplicate negative and/or prints as requested.

(2) Film imagery, from the multiband cameras, will be produced as black and white
prints and duplicate positives or negatives. After analysis, certain frames may
be enhanced electronically, optically, or during additional photographic
processing.

(3) Film imagery (70 mm) from the dual-channel IR imager, the Reconofax IV
IR scanner, and the RS-7 IR imager will be produced as black and white dupli-
cate positives. After analysis, film strips of selected areas will receive
electronic enhancement and/or selected paper enlargements will be made.

(4) Film imagery (35 mm) from the AAS-5 (IR/UV) will be produced as black and
white duplicate positives. After analysis, film strips of selected areas will
receive electronic enhancement and/or selected paper enlargements will be
made.

(5) DPD-2 side-looking radar slant-range imagery is electronically converted into
optical imagery while in the aircraft, and recorded on 5-in. roll film. Black
and white duplicate positive rolls will be produced from this distorted slant-
range imagery. Occasional electronically rectified (ground range) prints will

be produced as requested.
(6) The MR-62 and NR-64 radiometers will record amplitude versus time data on

one or more channels of magnetic tape, as well as on a stripchart. The mag-
netic tapes and the graphs will be the end products delivered to principal

investigators.
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Table 2-1

AIRCRAFT PROGRAM SENSORS AND INSTRUMENTS

Equipment	 RecordingMedium

Sensors on Convair 240A
RC-8 Camera 9.5-in. film
Multiband Camera (Itek 9 Lens) 70-mm film
Reconofax IV IR Scanner 70-mm film
AAS-5 (IR/UV) Imager 35-mm film
T-11 Camera 9.5-in. film
13.3 GHz Scatterometer Radar Magnetic tape

MR-62 Microwave Radiometer, 2 Channel Magnetic tape and strip chart
MR-64 Microwave Radiometer, 2 Channel Magnetic tape and strip chart

Instruments on Convair 240A

Automatic Data Annotation Set (AN/ASQ-90) 	 Magnetic tape and film
(When Acquired)

Precision Instruments Tape Recorder
Photo-Data Panel	 35-mm film

Hayden Time-Code Generator (IRIG)	 Magnetic tape

Sensors on NP3-A Aircraft

RC-8 Cameras (2) 9.5-in. film

Multiband Cameras (4 KA 62 1 s) 5-in. film

Boresight Cameras (4) 35-mm film

Microwave Imager 70-mm film

Single-Channel IR Imager, RS-7 70-mm film (eventually magnetic tape)

DPD-2 Side-Looking Radar 5-in.	 film

400 MHz Scatterometer Radar Magnetic tape (a)

13.3 GHz Scatterometer Radar Magnetic tape (a)

Infrared Spectrometer Magnetic tape(a)

Duul-Channel IR Imager 70-mm film

IR Radiometer Magnetic tape (a)

Barnes IR Thermometer Magnetic tape(`)

Microwave Radiometer Magnetic talc(a)

Laser Altimeter Magnetic tape (a)

instruments on NP3-A Aircraft

ADAS System (AN/ASQ-90)	 Film and maimctic tape

Ampex AR-1600 Tape Recorder 	 Magnetic tapc(`T)

Haydon Time-Code Generator	 Magnetic 1:11)(' L)

(a) Common 14-channel tape.
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(7) The four bore-sight cameras will record on 35-mm film the direction that the
aircraft sensor antennas are pointing. This black and white film record will be
produced as duplicate positives. The 35-mm recording will accompany each
magnetic tape of the sensor that was recording through that particular antenna.

(8) The 13.3 GHz and the 400 MHz scatterometers record the phase and amplitude
data on one or more channels of magnetic tape. Stripchart profiles, 4020 CRT
XY plots, and/or digitized magnetic tape will be produced from the original
record.

(9) The infrared spectrometer collects radiometric values versus wavelength,
which are recorded as analog signals on magnetic tape. The final product
would be CRT plots and/or digital magnetic tapes.

(10) The uutput of one or more of the following data recording instruments on the
aircraft is required for data reduction and correlation with the other sensors.
Their output and a time code will be recorded on the film imagery or on one or

more of the 14-channel magnetic tapes. After reproduction and duplication
they will accompany the data from the other sensors.

(a) The Automatic Data Annotation Set, AN/ASQ-90, records coded time,
identification, and navigation signals on the film and/or on one or more
channels of the 14-channel magnetic tape.

(b) Photo-Data Panel records aircraft sensor instrumentation panel on 35-mm

film.
(c) The laser altimeter records aircraft altitude above ground on magnetic

tape.
(d) The Barnes IR Thermometer records IR background temperature.

(e) The Haydon Time Code Generator produces a time code, which is placed on
magnetic tape for time correlation of the various sensors. This is a highly
desirable feature for principal investigators, since no sophisticated equip-

ment is required to read it out.
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2. 5. 2 Spacecraft Program

The exact instrumentation or specifications for the various spacecraft sensor packages

has not been determined firmly enough as of this date to list separately. They may be

covered in general as follows:

(1) UHF audiofrequency wavelengths will be recorded on magnetic tapes, which

will be telemetered to Earth and reproduced as 4020 CRT X-Y plotter profiles

or as digitized magnetic tape.

(2) The IR spectrometer will record preselected spectra on magnetic tape. Data

will probably be recorded on 10 bands in the 15 or 4.3-p region over designated

portions of the Earth. On unmanned missions the data will be telemetered to

Earth and produced as either digital tape or ADP Computer readouts. Manned

missions will return the original tapes to the Earth, where they will be, con-

verted to digital tapes on ADP Computer readouts.

(3) The Dielectric Camera is essentially a camera with a dielectric recording

feature wherein imagery is stored on dielectric plate in a vacuum. The data

are telemetered to Earth when the satellite is within transmitting range of a

NASA tracking facility. The telemetered imagery will be duplicated, stored,

and distributed as magnetic tape. When processed through GRE it may be

converted to photography before distribution.

(4) A UV camera will be carried on manned missions and returned at the same

time as the astronaut. Except for special processing, the film will be handled

in much the same manner as other camera film.

(5) Scatterometer, radiometer, laser altimeter, microwave radiometer, and

spectrometer data will be collected as analog signals on tape. Stored informa-

tion will be telemetered to Earth where it will be converted to digital tape. The

final product to be given principal investigators will consist of digitized magnetic

tapes, CRT X-Y plotter profiles, or strip charts along with appropriate spaee-

craft support data.

(6) Metric cameras will be carried on manned missions and the recorded imagery

will be returned to Earth in film cassettes at the time the astronauts are

returned. This film will be processed and distributed in the normal manner

for high-resolution metric photography.
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(7) A stellar camera will be carried on manned missions and will ne returned at
the same time the metric camera film is returned. The final product from this

imagery will be camera/spacecraft orientation data for each exposure of the
metric camera.

(8) Hassleblad and/or other handheld cameras will produce color photos of unusual
phenomena or targets of opportunity. They will be processed and distributed

in a manner common to this type of imagery.

(9) A multiband camera will be carried on manned missions. Multiband and 70-mm
imagery will be returned at the same time as the astronauts. Film will be
processed under a regimen designed for highly calibrated imagery.

(10) Sidelooking imaging radar can be flown on either manned or unmanned missions
The imagery from manned missions would be returned in the usual manner.
For unmanned missions, the data must be telemetered to Earth or recovered
from orbit and reconstructed as slant-range imagery. The imagery will be
duplicated and distributed as roll film and/or selected image-enhanced
photographs.

(11) IR. and/or UV scanner imaging systems will record imagery on film and/or
analog magnetic tape. The film and the magnetic tape will be returned in the
usual manner. Analog data on unmanned missions may also be telemetered to
Earth and reconstructed on ground reconstruction equipment. The final product
will be film images with selected electronic enhancement. Digitized tapes of
selected areas may be required for special purposes.

(12) The day-night camera is essentially a low light level TV camera in which
imagery is stored as an analog signal on magnetic tape. Data are telemetered
to Earth at the appropriate NASA facility. The imagery will be reconstructed
in GRE as digital magnetic tape or photo imagery.

(13) The mierometeorite detection system records the occurrence of micrometeorite
impacts. This system stores the speed and direction of the particles, with
respect to an array element of sensor panels modeled externally to the space-
craft. These data are stored on digital magnetic tape until they are telemetered
to Earth on command from a NASA tracking station. The resulting data will be

tabulations of two 24-charac.er words for each impact recorded.
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Estimates for the volume of data requiring processing must be made in order to

determine the necessary supporting facilities. Realistic estimates have only been
made for the Earth resources programs reflecting data from the aircraft and Earth
spacecraft missions. These estimates are summarized in Table 2-2 for the aircraft
program and Table 2-3 for the spacecraft program. Similiar estimates must he
made for all Lunar data requirements.

Table 2-2

ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL DATA FROM AIRCRAFT PROGRAM

Recording Format Foo-.age Reel Number of
Reels

Total Footage
(thousand ft)

1-in. Magnetic Tape 3600 1500 5400.00
35-mm Film 180 63 11.34
70-mm Film 150 1200 180.00
70-mm Film 180 700 126.00
5-in. Film 200 360 72.00
9.5-in. Color Film 180 375 67.50
9.5-in. Color IR. Film 180 375 67.50 
9.5-in. B/W Film 180 54 9.72
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Table 2-3

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL DATA FROM THE EARTH
RESOURCES SPACECRAFT PROGRAM

Electronic Processing
(All Data on 1-in. Magnetic Tape)

Sensor Data Footage/Reel Number of Reels Total Footage
(thousand ft)

IR Spectrometry 3300 6 19.8

Absorption Spectroscopy 3600 3 10.8

PP 73ive Microwave Emission 3300 2 6.6

Scat arometer/Altimeter 3600 13 46.8

RF Reflectivity 1000 1 1.0

Micrometeorite Detection 3000 2 6.0

Major Photographic Processing Requirements

Sensor Film Width Footage/
Reel

Number of
Reels

Total Footage
(thousand ft)

Metric Camera 9. 5 in. 1100 8 8.8

Multispectral Camera 9. 5 in. 100 4 0.44

UHR Camera 70 mm 2200 2 4.4

Stellar Camera 70 mm 1500 2 3.0

IR Imager 70 mm 400 1 0.4

Panoramic Camera 5. 5 in. 5500 2 11.0

Passive Microwave Imager 70 mm 50 1 0.05
Radar Imager 5. 0 in. 5500 10 55.0

UV Absorption/Luminescence 35 mm 2100 1	 2 4.2
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Section 3
DATA BANK DESIGN GUIDELINES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Section 2 and Appendix A discuss current Lunar/Earth data flows and users' informa-
tion requirements. This section presents users' needs in teams of information
retrieval; i.e., the identification and procurement of relevant information from a
large store of potentially useful data. There are. several characteristics that com-
plicate retrieval of Lunar/Earth data such as:

• Source data are received and stored in a variety of forms, including rolls of
film, positive prints, magnetic tape, data sheets, and documents.

• Content variety includes text, numeric data, images, and recorded signals.
• Potential users include professionals who represent a variety of disciplines

and interests within disciplines.
• Potential users are geographically dispersed. yet require access to similar

source data.
• Useful descriptive attributes include many unconventional types such as

geographical position, environmental characteristics, and topographic
features.

If the information fromLunar and Earth programs is to be effectively exploited, the
user must be informed of its existence, and must be provided efficient means to
identify and obtain the data he requires. Traditional library tools such as the card
catalog and the reference librarian are inadequate to cope with this complex assort-
mP-it of data and diversity of user requirements. Recent developments in information
technology, utilizing third-generation computers, allow the design of powerful, inter-
active, man-machine systems which can substantially increase the utility of data bank-
information at a fraction of the cost of originally acquiring the data.
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This section develops a set of guidelines or criteria which are used in the system
design and implementation concepts presented in Sections 4 and 5. These guidelines
are discussed within the following categories which relate to the necessary processing

steps in a Lunar/Earth data bank system:

• Descriptive indexing of source data
• Physical storage of source data
• Announcement of the availability of source data
• Automatic or interactive processing of requests for data
• Distribution of information items required by uaer
• User feedback

3.2 DESCRIPTIVE INDEXING REQUIREMENTS

For purposes of both dissemination and retrieval of source items, it is useful to
develop a standardized descriptive citation for each important unit of source data.
Because these citations use consisLent format and terminology. standardized announce-
ment and retrieval procedures can be developed to control the diversity of content and
physical form represented in the Lunar/Earth sciences source data.

The citation resulting from each unit of source data will include, ac annropriate . the

following descriptions:

• Physical form — magnetic tape, film transparency. positive print, document

table of values, etc.
• Content — features identified and substantive information or data contained in

the item
• Format — an indication of the general structure or layout of the i;em
• Collecting environment — instrument characteristics, vehicle characteristics.

flight number, orbit pass
• Information environment — geographical location, time of observation. tem-

perature, sun angle
• Related information — indication of ground truth and technical reports which

refer or relate to the item
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• Physical location — where and in what form the item can be obtained

• Reference or accession code — reference or identification nomenclature by
which the item can be unambiguously identified

Each of these types of information requires the development of standardizedd descrip-
tive terminology. The development, control, and use of such terminology is discr.^sed
in the DOD Manual for Building a Technical Thesaurus (Ref. 2). Representative
terminology can be found in the Space Data Thesaurus (Ref. 3).

There are several problems relating to citation generation which require solution
during a system design phase.

• Should descriptive cataloging and indexing be performed centrally and initially,
or should the users be responsible for this function?

• To what extent can computer techn;ques be used for pattern recognition and
feature description?

• Should all information be formally cataloged (described) and, if not, what
are the criteria for inclusion of items?

• Which types of descriptive information should be included in indices and thus
be directly retrievable?

• How can the user be utilized to develop cross referencing of information and
descriptive terminology?

• Should the cataloging of Lunar/Earth scitnees data be accomplished through
the ceatral NASA documentation control, or should it be done locally?

• What is the information item to be described, the report or each chapter in
the report, the film roll or each frame in the roll, etc. ?

3.3 PHYSICAL STORAGE OF LUNAR/EARTH SCIENCE SOURCE DATA

Because of the variety of physical forms of information collected by remote sensing
devices, the normal problems of physical storage of information are compounded.
Traditionally, physical storage of information is accomplished either by grouping
source material according to a particular characteristic of the material (e. g.. subject
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category, docuraent size or type, author), or merely by storing it in order of receipt.
In the latter case, retrieval is solely dependent on a descriptive catalog of the informa-
tion, whereas in the former case unidimensional retrieval can be accomplished by
locating a desired subdivision of the physical store.

Although access to Lunar/Earth sciences data will frequently be by geographical
locat; on, the variety of source data media precludes physical organization on this
basis. It thus seems that source data should be physically stored by media type.
Retrieval then becomes !?rgely dependent on a union catalog which contains descrip-
tions of the source data material.

Problems associated with physical storage of source data include:

• Physical storage environment requirements for the various media (e. g.
film, magnetic tape, etc.)

• Should physical storage be centralized or shoula it be associated with the
means of reproduction or dissemination?

• Which generation(s) of source material should be saved (i. e. , original
telemetry versus reconstituted imagery)?

• On what basis should the store be purged?
• Should there be duplication of source items for archival purposes ?

• Should continuous records (analog traces, film strips, etc.) be divided into
unit records for control and distribution?

3.4 ANNOUNCEMENT OF INFORMATION AVAILABILITY

As long as there are relatively few data, or relatively few risers, dissemination of the
availability of information is accomplished by word-of- mouth and other informal means
The growing realization of the broad interest in imagery collected from orbiting vehi-
cles resulted in the publication of a book of over 200 earth photographs collected
during various Gemini missions (Ref. 4). Each photograph is annotated according to
geographic location, camera type, gross topographic features, and time. Although
the quality of reproduction is likely to be too crude for most scientific applications.
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the book assists the potential useE ;n identifying which items merit further review.
Without some means of description and announcement, each user must review the
original source photography.

There are many system design decisions with regard to the dissemination problem.

• Should dissemination be accomplished through the NASA Scientific and
Technical Information Division in parallel with technical literature
announcement ?

• Could micro-images serve to assist the potential user in selection of rele-

vant imagery?
• Can announcement effectively be accomplished as with the Gemini photographs?
• Should all items in the data bank be generally announced; if not, what selec-

tion criteria should be employed?
• Should there be one standard announcement medium, or can the announce-

ments be tailored to individual or group interests?

3.5 AUTOMATIC PROCESSING OF REQUESTS

With no indices and no organization to the information store, a user must exhaustively
review each item to be confident he was not missing something relevant to a particular
problem. It is the purpose of information retrieval systems to reduce the number of
items which must be reviewed to satisfy a requirement.

To be responsive to potential users, an information retrieval subsystem shoald

include the following features:

• The system should be reasonably easy for the nonspecialist to use.
• The system should assist the user in identifying the proper terminology to

use in specifying his interest. 	 -
• The retrieval process should be flexible enough to allow a variety of search

strategies to be employed.
• Given a particular item of interest, the system should assist the user in

identifying related items in the collection.
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• System response should be immediate and interactive rather than delayed

and remote.
• All associated information relating to a particular need should be retrievable

through a single information retrieval subsystem.

3.6 DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

Because of the variety of physical forms and formats of data anticipated from Lunar/
Earth sciences programs, the final output from an information retrieval system can
vary from source imagery in the form of film magazines, through analog or digital
magnetic tape reels, to specially formatted compendia of data extracted from various
source data records. At present there is little policy relative to distribution of
informational items, and such policy should be developed as sot.E as possible.

At present, Gemini photographs can be ordered either from the Public Information
Office of NASA Headquarters or the Public Affairs Office of the Manned Spacecraft
Center. In the future, distribution and control of this information should probably be
centralized and coordinated with the information retrieval subsystem.

A variety of distribution problems must be considered in the design of a Lunar/Earth
sciences data handling concept.

• Under what circumstances (if any) will original or source data be supplied
(as opposed to copies of source data) ?

• What should be the pricing policy for supplying data and what physical forms
should be offered?

• What copyright provisions should be made?
• Should material be loaned (with the accompanying problems of control) or

should copies be made in every case?
• Should there be unrestricted distribution?
• Should distribution be coordinated with technical report distribution?

• To what extent can image transmission equipment be used in place of hard
copy distribution?
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3. 7 UTILIZATION OF USER FEEDBACK

A Lunar/Earth data bank system should be designed to utilize the user both as a con-
tributor and as a critic. As a contributor, the user could supply supplemental feature
identification for images and technical reports resulting from his use of data bank
information. As a critic, he can supply system evaluation information.

Problems related to utilization of users include:

• How can the user be effectively required to submit feature identification data
on images supplied to him?

• Can the commercially oriented user be expected to identify features of a
proprietary nature?
Should Lunar/Earth sciences reports be processed through formal NASA
documentation channels, or should they be specially processed at MSC?

• How can the user be utilized in developing descriptive terminology for
features and annotation?

• How can user acceptance of the systen. be measured?

3.8 CONCLUSIONS

If information is to be effectively utilized, the potential user must be informed of the
existence of the information, and must be provided with a means to identify and obtain
the data he requires. With source data as diverse in content, form, and format as
those anticipated from the NASA programs, a formal storage and retrieval system is
indicated which will include provision for physical storage of source data, descriptive
cataloging of source data, disk emination of information describing availability of
source data, identification of subsets of source data items relevant to a particular
need, and distribution of data items so identified. These problem areas are given
consideration in the following sections of this report.
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Section 4
LUNAR/EARTH DATA BANK SYSTEM — CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

4. 1 INTRODUCTION

The utility of a data bank system depends equally on the volume and quality of data
contained in the system, and on the capability of the system to retrieve particular
data in response to the expressed needs of system users. Too frequently emphasis
is directed at the collection of data with inadequate planning for the processing, storage,
retrieval, and dissemination of such data. The most painstaking and costly effort can
be expended in the collection and processing of data, but if equal consideration is not
given to the indexing, storage, and retrieval functions, the data may lie dormant and

unused.

This section derives from previously discussed user information system require-
ments (Appendix A) and describes the conceptual elements of a storage and re-
trieval system for Lunar/Earth data. No attempt is made to identify the functional
elements presented with existing MSC organizational entities; rather, data bank func-
tions are sequenced according to their precedence in the natural flow of data, and are
grouped into subsystems on a basis of similarity of processing function. Which NASA
organization would assume the responsibilities described within a particular subsystem
is the proper consideration of a detailed systems specification.

Figure 4-1, which is the data organization and control section of Fig. 1-1, depicts
the subsystem organization of the proposed Lunar/Earth data bank system as follows:

• Input Processing Subsystem
• Information Storage Subsystem
• Inquiry Subsystem
• Reproduction and Dissemination Subsystem
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Inputs to the system originate from NASA programs, discipline-oriented investigators,
industry research personnel, and other government programs, and take the form of

magnetic tape, reels of film, maps, reports, data forms, and individual prints of
film images. The suppliers of data to the system can be seen also to be users of
data from the system. Just what data should be included in a data bank system and
what the acceptance criteria for the data should be must be established by policy.
The most expeditious way to render a data bank system ineffective is to inundate it
with inadequately pr-j( _-: sed data of little general interest.

As the first point of contact for incoming data, the Input Processing Subsystem is
responsible for review and acceptance of all data to be included in the Lunar/Earth
Data Bank system, and for the initial processing of all data so accepted. Minimal
standards for acceptance should require that the data include information relating to
source, time of collection, geographical location represented (for images and maps),
and collection media. The Input Processing Subsystem develops two products: cita-
tions and unit records. Citations are textual records describing physical units of
source data, and unit records are microimage reproductions of source data. After

1	 this initial processing, source data, citations, and unit records are passed to the
Information Storage Subsystem.

The Information Storage Subsystem provides physical storage for source data, image
storage for unit records, and digital storage for citations and indexes. These
indexes are produced by this subsystem from the citation records.

F'
The Inquiry Subsystem represents the user/system interface functions. The objective
of this subsystem is to provide the user means for identifying the subset of relevant
source data items without having to exhaustively review the total collection of items.
The inquiry subsystem will contain standing requests for information. but will also
process special requests for data.

The Reproduction and Disseminr pion Subsystem is largely a service organization
which supports the other subsystems. Responses to inquiries, as well as announce-
ments of the availability of materials, are reproduced and disseminated by this
subsystem.
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The remainder of this section describes and illustrates each of the subsystems in
greater detail.

4.2 INPUT PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM

The functional responsibility of the input processing subsystem is to review, accept.
identify, analyze, describe, microimage, and submit for storage, selected data
inputs from NASA programs and from extra-NASA data users.

4.2.1 Data Input, Review, and Acceptance

The types of data and conditions for acceptance of data for input to the Lunar/Earth
data system should be rigorously defined by policy. Such poi'ey should allow for a
variety of data input, including:

Mission summary reports
Technical reports
Journal articles
Mission data
Ground-truth data

Annotation data
Descriptive citations
Instrument traces
Remote sensor imaging
Maps, charts

Physical forms of data are likely to include:

Magnetic tape	 Film frames/prints

Rolls of film	 Documents

Film strips/prints	 Standard forms

( ,ality guidelines should spell out acceptance standards in terms of:

• Completeness of related information
• Image quality and sharpness
• General utility of material submitted
• Acceptable formats, sizes, length, etc.
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It is expected that the acceptance policy will be modified as experience is gained in
de,aal operation of the system. If such a data system is to be effective, it must be
controlled, and must not be allowed to become a repository of data curiosities or an
archival monument to ill-planned collection activity.

4.2.2 Data Identification, Analysis, and Description

Once accepted, the data must be divided into physical units and each such unit must be
assigned an identification (or control) number. The identification number should
indicate the year of acquisition and type of source data being identified, but beyond
this should be a pure accession number. This number should be consistent in format
to accession numbers already in use elsewhere in NASA. * An example of such a
number is: 67T10015 where the first two digits in dicate the year of acquisition, the
letter is the source data type code (say, magnetic tape in this case), and the last five
d'_gits remain as a sequential serial within type and year (the 10, 015th item of type T
processed in year 1967). This identification or accession number serves to uniquely
identify the defined physical unit of source data from that point forward.

Following identification, the unit of source data must be described (sometimes
referred to as cataloging or indexing) in terms of form, content, format, originating
environment, and related information. This descriptive information is developed in
the form of a citation. (One example of a citation is a library catalog card. ) Because
the citation is a strictly formatted textual record, it lends itself to automated process-
ing techniques, and serves as the basic record for all subsequent retrieval functions.
The process of descriptive cataloging is discussed in detail in Appendix B and will
only be summarily described here.

Information retrieval can be thought of as a series of screening levels. the first being
directed at the total data store, and the final being the analysis of particular retrieved

*The accession number referred to is that used to identify reports announced in the
STAR (Scientific and Technical Abstract Reports).
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items of source data. 17he citation provides an intermediate product in the search,

whose purpose is to assist the user in deciding the relevance of the source data it

describes. This purpose defines the criteria for the information content of the cita-

tion. A citation should, as a consequence, contain any or all of the following

information:

• Identification — accession number, mission, pass, item number

• Annotation — characteristics of the repording instrument, time of observation,

sun angle, type of film, development characteristics, scale

• Geographical location — ground coverage of the image, political area

• Image content — cloud cover; major topographic features; 'dentifiable geologic.

oceanographic, hydrologic features; image elarity

• Related information — ordering procedure, price, availability, cross refer-

enced data, etc.

Analysis and indexing can be done to any arbitrary degree of detail. In general, utility

of indexing falls off (i, e. , increases at a decreasing rate) and cost increases the more

detailed and application-specific the analysis which is performed. It is assumed

that information associated with the identification, annotation, and geographical loca-

tion fields of the citation is supplied with the source data. As a result, the analysis

question centers around the manriar and degree of describing image content. Tt should

be clear that gross features such as cloud cover, snow cover, image clarity. and

surface type can be easily identified by unskilled, clerical personnel at low cost. If

through such initial processing the investigator can screen out all source data images

containing more than 70% snow or cloud cover, his time can be used to perform

meaningful analysis of relevant material rather than to scan obscured images. Similar

benefits accrue in the ordering and reproduction of image data. Initially the identifi-

cation. of image content should be limited to gross, application- independent features

. uch as those indicated above. Such a proposal is not intended to limit the function

of the input processing subsystem, but rather to initiate content on a solidly cost-

effective basis. As requirements for additional content analysis are manifested,

there is better justification for corresponding increases in and upgrading of profes-

sional staff.
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System users can be utilized in two ways to increase the effectiveness of source data
indexing. In the first case users should be requested to submit an indexing form
along with any material provided by them for inclusion in the data bank. This tech-
nique has been used effectively by both NASA and Defense Documentation Cener to
obtain preliminary descriptive indexing of source materia3 . Second, users can be
requested to return an indexing form which would enumerate image conten'. features
identified during the course of their analysis of requested source data. In both car=s,
the submitted indexing would be reviewed by Input Processing personnel, and would
be used as a supplement to other indexing. As a result the indexing quality and
completeness would continually improve. Furthermore, the source data items in
greatest use would receive the most thorough review and analysis.

It is anticipated that eaih type of source data may require a somewhat different cita-
tion format to effectively describe the contents of the material it represents, and the
development of these citation formats is necessary prior to system implementation.
To illustrate perhaps the most difficult type of citation, that describing imagery, a
photograph of the San Francisco bay area was selected, and a representat I ve citation
was developed. These appear as Figs. 4-2 and 4-3, respectively. The entries in
the citation record ;tre discussed in detail in Appendix B, and its inclusion here is to
illustrate general image indexing concepts.

By characterizing the important attributes of an image in a textual record (the citat ),
it is possible to apply a variety of proven -?ata processing and text manipulation tech-
niques to the retrieval of images. Computer intelligible indexes, for example, can
be developed for each entry in the citation. Because these indexes can be searched
rapidly and automatically by modern data processing equipment, the potential user

has a powerful ye:. flexible means of specifying hi p requirements and identifying the

corresponding set of relevant items from the data bank without having to exhaustively

examine each source data item.
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Fig. 4-2 Source Data Example
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IDENTIFICATION DATA

Accession Issue Project Date• Tim Mission 1".ess Reeorling N°' n(
`7umher Date t

( 'T) orr) Numix • r 1 11 1•hit) Frame Mesh• 'fimrs
Rrque^(ed

68 1 10M.1 1/09/68 A z z 7/07/r,7 2323 1	 21NN 1	 X13 I	 1015 PhMog raphic 413

GENERAL. DESCRIPTION

Aerial photographs eombined to simulate photograph of Kill 	 Ml y Area fn,m ;I 	 at
300-m Lie altitude.

ANNOTATION DATA

Camera. Camera Lens
(fell)

LVIIN

(`fl) Film Type` 14",•1ra1 Range Filter Dsed Pr•xrssing
Type umber (in.) (in.)

I

(m/.) Imy) Method

KC-I R-507 12 12 E /IISLHI 540 - 901) A-25 D-19 (s min)
(700-900)

Instrument instrument lectr'lj Range`^ g Tape'1'yt[C S7e,ragC C:llla('ity
Typr Model

j(
(p	 ) Used OChar.)

N/A N/A NIA N/A NSA.

Vehicle
Track Sun Alt. Sun

Azimuth P. P. Pitch	 P. P. \'aw	 P. P. Roll	 Vchiviv	 Sc•alcAltitevic

330' 045' 21(' 30 min	 1 deg	 45 et•e	 30.010 It	 I/fin, 10o

Remarks:

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

WAC Grid Geopolitical Area P7. W. S. W. N. E.	 S. E.	 Principal
No. No. Area (ml2) Corner ('oner Corner	 Corner	 Point

364 R4. R5 Western USA 12.501) lat. 38' 25 1 N 36- 451 N 39- 05* N	 37' 251 N	 37" 53' -15— N

(S. F. Bay
123" 40 1 W 122' 45 1 W 122' 05 1 W 121" 001 W 122" 18 1 1.11" WArea) Long.

Remarks; Positional accuracy given as: Corners to nearest 5 are minutes
Principal P.,int to nearest 1 are second

AGE CONTENT

Cloud Snow Water Land I I...	
Other Features

Cover Cover Cover Cover Qu:e.c.,

None < 5% 30% 701a ':xcellent 1. San Francisco Ray	G. S:In Andreas Fault

Remarks:	 2. San Pablo Bay	 e. 1'ac • ific (4aan alul eonstline

3. Santa Clan Valle y	N. Point Reyes

4. San Joaquin Valley	 9. Coastal mountain range

5. Sacramento River Basin

PROCUREMENT INFORMATION 	 IMI'MF.NCYS

order From Data Forma
Available

Snuree Data
Location

&)u 	 -V 111.da
Custody

Accession
Namlwm

is Ne u•
Mir

MSC MSC Lunar/Earth 1.	 08 11M10. 1 7/15/67
ftouston, Tex.

See Remarks Ilotiston. Tex. Data flank 11.	 all 1 10065

3.

7/15/67

Remarks: Microfiche	 $0.15 ca

35-mm neg	 0. 15 ea in aperture cans 4
70-mm neg	 0.20 ea in aperture card
105-mm neg	 0.50 ea in envelope

n.

9.5 x 9.5 in, nog	 2.00 ca in envelope I
A.

10.

Fig. 4-3 Example of Image Citation
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4.2.3 Unit Records

Unit records can serve as the final product for some users, and as an intermediate
review product for other users . A most appealing unit record format is the COSATI
standard 4- by 6-in. microfiche (Ref. 5). A single fiche can contain a nominal 60
microimages, allowing for the storage of entire technical reports or -Zequentially

collected images on one piece of film.

The criteria for deciding which source data will be represented in microimage form,
as well as distribution policies, should be determined in a system design phase.

4.2.4 Automatic Data Inputing

The input processing function discussed in this Section (1.2) is discussed in the context
of a manual operation. However, the anticipated rate of acquisition of source data will
be very high at times. To prevent the buildup of a massive backlog, an effort must be
made to apply automatic processing wherever possible. For example. the one-to-one
relationship between a unit record and its citation should I , considered, where part of
the citation's content is provided by the digital information acquired as magnetic tape

source data.

4.3 INFORMATION STORAGE SUBSYSTEM

The functional responsibility of the information storage subsystem is to store source
data, unit records, and citations in such a manner that they are quickly and easily

;•etrievable given their accession or identification number. The storage subsystem

will contain three types of storage:
• Physical storage for source data
• Image storage for unit records
• Digital storage for citations and indexes

4.3.1 Physical Storage of Source Data

The physical forms and information content of various classes of source data are

summarized in the following tabulation.
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Physical Form	 Information Content

Magnetic Tape	 Instrument traces, telemetry, vocal
recording, digital data

Film	 Images
Reports	 Symbolic textual data
Standard Forms	 Formatted symbolic data
Samples	 Substantive quanta

There are three primary considerations in the physical storage of These types of
source data:

Storage envirr,nment
• Storage order
• Storage maintenance

Storage Environment. Environmental considerations include temperature and humidity
requirements, shelf or bin construction, and handling equipment used in conjunction
with the source data. Storage order refers to the discipline or rules which determine
where a particular. item of source data is stored. Because source data become
obsolete, rules must be established for continually replacing source data of low utility
with source data of higher utility.

The determination of specific environmental requirements for the various physical
forms of source data is the prop :r subject of a systems design phase. Table 4-1
summarizes the general environmental conditions required for storage of photographic
film and magnetic tape.

Storage Order. Objects are usually stored in one of two orders: serially on an as-
received basis, or characteristically according to some attribute of the items being
stored. The former storage order necessitates an index, whereas the latter allows
browsing by attribute class. Where possible, a serial storage policy within a major
source data category is desirable. That is to say, magnetic tape would be stored
separately from film, but indi r idual reels would be :;erially identified and sequentially
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Table 4-1

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
FOR FILM AND MAGNETIC TAPE

Mylar Tape(c)

Heavy duty- type

Temperature Humidity Recommended
('F)(%  RH)_ __C_F/'7e RH

40 f 10	 30 to 40	 40/40

40 f 10	 30 to 40	 40/40

0 to -10	 <20	 -10/20

70 60 70/60

70 to 80 40 to 60 70/60

40 to 50 25 to 40 40/30

40 to 90	 20 to 80 Within limits
specified

50 to 90	 20 to 80 Within limits
Specified

Unprocessed Film (a)

Spectroscopic films/plates

Color emulsions (normal)

Color emulsions (high control)

Processed Fiim(a)

Common B&W film

Motion picture film (B&W)

Color emulsions

Magnetic Tapes (b)

Heavy duty type

(a) Telcon with representative of Eastman Kodak Company.
(b) Information from IBM Installation Planning Manual. No. C-226820-7.

pages 8 and 9.
(c) Magnetic tape should be stored in a dust-proof container in n vertical

position and should never come into contact with magnetic material at
any time. Magnetic fields greater than 50 oersteds intensity can
cause loss of information or introduction of noise.
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stored. The overriding consideration is that a particular item of source data be
readily locatable, given its serial number. It is the pu rpose of the inquiry subsystem,
described below, to identify the particular items of source data which contain desired
information.

Storage Maintenance. Assuming that storage space is a limited resource, provision
must be made for purging the store of outdated and unlikely to be used material.
The most effective purging method, of course, is the effective screening of system
input. Only those items with a high utilization potential should be processed into the
Lunar/Earth. Data Bank system. The effectiveness of input screening policies shoulL:
be evaluated by measuring the utilization of items stored. If overall utilization is

low, either the material is inherently unuseful. the availability of the material is
inadequately disseminated, or the system is unresponsive to the users' data needs.
Measurement of utilization will provide guidelines for freeing storage space as well
as planning future collection missions. Although measurement of stock turnover is
essential to effective inventory control and ordering procedures in the business
environment, it is infrequently employed within data storage systems. A field is
provided in the citation panel (Fig. 4-2) which records the number of times the
particular source data item was requested.

4.3.2 Unit Record Storage

There arc many physical storage devices for unit records of various formats. The
devices can be classified according to whether they provide:

• Random or serial access
• Automatic or manually controlled selection
• Limited or mass storage

File cabinets with 4 by 6 in. trays provide an inexpensive, random access, manual
selection device of unlimited capacity to store standard microfiche. Reel microfilm
provides a storage medium necessitating serial access which can be either auto-
matically or manually controlled and has unlimited storage capacity (considering
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multiple reels) . Video tape provides a high cost, serial access device of unlimited

storage with an additional feature of easy transmission. At present there are no
commercially marketed devices which provide users large capacity, automatically
controlled, random access, microimage storage such as is required in a Lunar/Earth
data bank. Such devices can be expected by the ] 970 time frame . At present, Houston
Fearless markets a device (CARD — Compact Automatic Retrieval Display) with
automatically controllable, random access selection which ste. es  up to 750 microfiche
(Ref . 6) .

Because of the current availability of storage devices of limited capability, and the
anticipation of more fully adequate devices within the near term, development of a
unit record base can begin at any time with a reasonable expectation of widespread
device support.

4.3.3 Digital Storage for Citations and Indexes

The requirem3nt of a digital storage system is to assist the user in identifying which
physical items contain the information he requires . This identification is accomp-
lished through the use of two types of files: citation files which contain descriptions
and abstracts of source data items, * and index files which indicate the items con-
taining particular attributes . The purpose of citation records and their associated
indexes is to provide a descriptive medium which is intelligible to noth man and
computer. In this way, the data processing power of the computer can be coupled
to the logical power of the man to create an effective information retrieval team.

As with physical storage of source data, there are three major considerations in
the selection of storage media and design of the files:

• Physical storage media
• Storage order
• File maintenance

*There is no reason why the citation cannot provide substantive data to the user. In
the case of a textual source data record such as an experiment summary form, the
citation could include the record.
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Physical Storage Media. There are several types of digital data storage devices
currently marketed which differ according to cost, speed and means of access, and

storage capacity. Magnetic tape is a low cost, low speed, serial access, high capa-
city medium, whereas magnetic cores are a high cost, high speed, random access, low
capacity medium. Between these two extremes lie magnetic drums, disks, and several
hybrid devices. In general, storage cost varies directly with capacity, randomness
of access, and access speed, as indicated in Fig. 4-4 (Ref. 7). As a result, the
design of any information system requires the careful configuration of a hierarchy
of storage devices according to access requirements.

Because an interactive information retrieval system requires proportionately greater
processing of index files than citation files, the indexes should be stored on relatively
fast access media (such as disk, drum, or core), whereas the citation file can be
stored on slower access media with higher capacity. (The serial access characteristic
of magnetic tape discourages its use as a storage medium in an interactive environ-
ment. ) In recent years, several of the manufacturers have announced devices which
lend themselves to the requirements of citation storage as illustrated in Table 4-2.

Because several units of each of the devices described in Table 4-2 usually can be
included in a specific system, the upper limit of random access digital storage can
be in excess of a billion characters. It is also e._, ,,,ed that storage capacity and
storage cost will continue in apposition with further reductions in the cost of mass
random access storage.

Storage Order. Because the index files can be processed independently of the citation
file, the order of the latter can be largely a matter of convenience. and is usually
determined on maintenance considerations. The index file for attributes should be
organized by attribute value within attribute class. This index identifies the accession
numbers of source data items containing particular attribute values. A citation
location index provides the storage location for the citation corresponding to the
identified accession numbers. Table 4-3 illustrates this or± ,?nization.
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Table 4-'2

MASS DIGITAL STORAGE UNITS

Manufacturer Nomenclature Storage
Technique

Data
Transfer

Rate
(kc/sec)

Average
Random.
Access
Time

(msec)

Capacity
per Unit
characters

Radio Corporation RACE Magnetic 70 375 560 x 106
of America	 70/568 strip

National Cash CRAM Magnetic 51 125 82 x 106
Register	 353-5 strip

UNIVAC FASTRAND Drum 125 93 130 x 106
II

General Electric	 DS 25 Mass Disk 300 116 201 x 106
random
access file

Potter Instrument RAM Tape 600 90 50 x 106
Company pack

International Data ce'.1 Magnetic 54 500 400 x 106
Business Machines	 2321 strip

Honeywell	 253 -- Magnetic 100 225 317 x 106
strip
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File Maintenance. The organization illustrated in Table 4-3 lends itself to file

maintenance. Consider how the following maintenance problems would be handled:

• Delete citations

• Add citations

• Charge existing citations

(1) Result is no longer than previous citation

(2) Result is longer than previous citation

Table 4-3

ILLUSTRATIVE INDEX FILE ORGANIZATION

Attribute Index Citation Location
Index

Attribute Value Source Data Accession Storage
Attribute Type (deg sec) Items Number Location

Topofrraphy Mountain.	 ;x) 68I10063 66B13459 N164

68I10084 66B13460 N165

66B13462 N166

Plains (s) 67110112

67110221 66I10025 1A23

67110314 66I10026 1A24

Location Grid 0000 66I10122 67G10135 13131

66I10123 67G10136 13B2

67GIO137 5135

OA13 66I10212

66111313 67110011 1413

67110012 1414

Site Number 16 67111342 67110013 IA25

67113415
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Given a list of accession numbers to be deleted, deletion is accomplished by sub-
stituting the location of a dummy citation in the citation location index. The citation
itself is written or. a transactions tape to provide an audit trail and to serve as a
basis for updating the attribute index. Citations to be added are loaded after the
previously highest storage location. The accession numbers and resulting storage
locations are then merged with the previous citation location index.

In a separate pass, attributes keyed to accession numbers are sorted by attribute
and merged with the existing attribute index. Existing citations can be changed by
merely replacing the old record with the new if the resulting length is no greater
than the previous length. If the change results in a longer record, it is treated as
an addition and a deletion.

4.3.4 Summary of Information Storage Subsystem

The storage subsystem consists of three interrelated parts: physical storage for
source data, image storage for unit records deriv^d from source data, and digital
storage for citations and associated indexes which d scribe source data. The
purpose of the digital storage is to assist the user in idratifying which source data
items contain the information (i. e. , the attributes) he requires. The unit records
provide a convenient (in size and format) intermediate product to further assist the
user in screening his response data. Source data items are the final product of a
search. By furnishing several screening levels (index, citation, and unit record),
only the relevant and needed source data will be requested. Because of the com-
paratively high cost of processing source data, these intermediate screening leveis
are required to assure that only pertinent source data are requested by the user.

4.4 INQUIRY SUBSYSTEM

The functional objective of the inquiry subsystem is to provide a means by which the
potential user can identify a relevant subset of items within the total collection with-

out having to exhaustively examine each item in the collection. This objective is
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4.5 REPRODUCTION AND DISSEMINATION SUBSYSTEM

The functional responsibility of the reproduction and dissemination subsystem is
to disseminate announcement information regarding the availability of source data,
to reproduce unit records, and to respond to requests for specific material by
supplying original source data or reproduced copies of original source data as

appropriate.

4.5.1 Announcement of Available Source Data

It is anticipated that the Earth resources data will be in wide demand among a
variety of users (as opposed to data gathered for a single. unique purpose) . If
these data are to be utilized to the fullest extent, potential users must be made
aware of the existence and availability of the data. The citation and unit record
(described in subsection 4.2) can serve as the basis of an announcement catalog.
Because the citation is in computer-readable form, it can be used to produce
publishable text and provides a concise description of the available source data,
as well as ordering information. The images of the unit records can be printed

together with the citation text to give the potential user a more precise idea of source
data applicability.

Such a system of announcement catalogs is fully compatible with and complementary
to the current NASA announcement of technical reports in the STAR publications.
As a result, cross referencing of technical reports and source data from Lunar and
Earth programs is facilitated.

4.5.2 Distribution of Request Responses

Usually requestors should be provided with nonreturnable copies of requested source
data. In cases where this is impossible, and in cases where the data are only of
interest to a particular principal investigator, reproduction and dissemination sub-
system personnel have a custodial responsibility for the source data. This responsi-

bility can be exercised in conjunction with the citation, one field of which indicates
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the location of the source data, and when it was delivered to this location (Fig. 4-3) .
Changes in location can be documented using a citation change form.

4.5.3 Reproduction of Unit Records

The reproduction and dissemination subsystem provides reproduction support for
the remainder of the data bank, and thus must include necessary photographic re-
production equipment. Substantially all such equipment is currently available within

NASA.

4.6 REMOTE INFORMATION CENTERS

As use of the source data and unit records increases, it may become desirable to
establish regional data centers at the sites of principal users. Such a center would
have a complete collection of announcement catalogs and unit records, and could
be linked to the central retrieval facility via a remote input/output terminal.
Centralization of the citation storage and decentralization of the inquiry terminals

provide a maximum of access convenience with a minimum of file maintenance problems.
Any final network design should include a cost-effectiveness analysis of demand, tele-
phone line costs, and satellite storage costs. The network configuration is an appro-
priate part of detailed system design.

f
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Section 5

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous section has outlined a storage and retrieval system for Lunar/Earth
data. The success of such a system will depend largely on the implementation
approach followed.

It is important that a retrieval system reflect the needs of its users. A system that
is appropriate for professional searchers might be inappropriate for engineers: a
system designed for a small, specially indexed collection can be unworkable with a
large general collection of data such as that anticipated in a Lunar/Earth data bank.

It is difficult to evaluate the degree of usefulness of a particular retrieval system
design without investing a large sum of money in the design and programming of
sophisticated applications programs. M-areover, experience with the initial design
frequently suggests additional desirable caps )ilities. What is needed is a powerful
yet flexible information retrieval language which can be applied quickly and inexpen-
sively to a large, complex data base. Such a language would allow MSC personnel to
evaluate the strengths and limitatior:s of such a system through first-hand experience.

Because of the state-of-the-art noture of the proposed system, it seems highly
desirable to design an implementation program which allows the system to react
to experience gained during initial operation of the system. Consequently it is
recommended that implementation be initiated with a prototype phase followed by
an operations phase. Knowledg-e and experience gained in the prototype environment

can help to crystallize the requirements for a large-scale operational system.
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5.2 PROTOTYPE PHASE

The objectives in developing a prototype Lunar/Earth Data Bank system are to
accomplish the following:

is Demonstrate the feasibility and utility of the basic concept in an
expeditious and cost-effective manner.

• Provide a means for leari.ing by doing.
is Permit maximum experimental flexibility.

i	
• Develop a basic system which can simply and logically he extended into

4
	 an operations phase.

Where possible, a prototype should utilize existing hardware and software to avoid
a costly development effort. Furthermore, if the prototype is to be truely repre-

sentative of the final operating system, it should operate on a data base which includes
a complete collection or representative data types. Data elements to be included in
the prototype should be well organized and complete in terms of annotation. Finally,
if the prototype is to attract a representative sample of users, it musi, offer
substantive benefit to them and not provide mere academic exercise.

Ideally, a prototype system will be composed of breadboard components which can
readily be reconfigured in response to experience gained during operation of the
prototype, and the final prototype configuration can be utilized as the initial

operational system.

Implementation of a prototype phase includes the following specific elements, each
>	 of which will be discussed:

• Retrieval system selection
• Data base generation

Data base selection
Citation format development
Indexing vocabulary development
Data base generation
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• System demonstration
• System evaluation and operations phase implementation plan

5.2 .1 Retrieval System Selection

Recently there have been developed several information retrieval computer
programs . Although they are similar in objective — providing the user with desired
information with a minimum of effort— they differ v , "dely in capability . Prior to
implementation of the prototype phase, either a particular existing system should
be s- ted, or a system should be especially written for the prototype. Selection
criteria for existing systems include:

• Demonstrated application in a variety of areas (library, personnel, etc.)
• Ability to operate with arbitrarily large data files (at least 1 to 2 million

records)
• Ability to support multiple terminals
• Index based (as opposed to serial scan based) so that increasing file size

does not materially increase retrieval time
• Random access storage (as opposed to tape or microfilm storage)
• Ability to modify easily search expression (without redoing the search)

based on intermediate output from the file
• Immediate availability

There are relatively few systems which encompass more than one or two of these
features. Companies having s.,stems worthy of investigation in this regard include:

• DATA Corporation, Dayton, Ohio
• System Development Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.
• Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory (DIALOG System) . Palo Alto, Calif.

The time and cost estimates in the following discussion are based on experience
Lockheed has had in implementing the DIALOG system (described in Appendix C)
on somewhat similar data bases, which may or may not be realistic in terms of the
other cited software systems.
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5.2.2 Data Base Generation

-	 By far the most difficult problems in the implementation of the prototype Lunar/Earth
Data Bank system are those relating to the selection and generation of the data base.
It is suggested that this task be performed at .. >C with supported guidance from
Lockheed personnel. The total task can be divided into several elements for discus-
sion purposes as f Illows:

• Data base selection
• Data base generation
• Unit record generation

Data Base Selection A major consideration in the valid demonstration of the capability
of the system concept is the proper selection of the data base and file generation. It
is obvious that the core problem in the concept presented is the handling of data
derived from a variety of tape and imaging systems and its correlation with textual
matter such as flight logs and ground-truth information. Consequently, the data
base selected should be large enough and sufficiently diverse in content so that valid
extrapolations may be made on the basis of results obtained by its manipulation.

It is recommended that 10, 000 citations be generated from a variety of different
remote sensors such as visible, infrared, and radar. It is conceivab! p that blocks
of data can be extracted from those data obtained in the Earth Resources Aircraft
Program, Gemini Program, or otlicrs possibly considered more appropriate. It
would seem that various formats, scales, instrument types, resolution levels, and
terrain types should be selected so that the sampling is indicative of an operational
data base .

Data Base Generation Development of the citation format has been discussed in detail
elsewhere (subsection 4.2.2 and Appendix B) . It will remain to formulate the specific
citation formats for each of the various data types, to test the formats on a sample
of potential users, and to produce citation worksheets for use by Input Processing

Subsystem personnel in cataloging the selected input data
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Following development of a preliminary indexing vocabulary, generation of citations

could begin. A brief test using the citation format shown in Fig. 4-3 indicated that
it takes approximately 6 to 10 min per citation for the cataloging function. Based
on the above assumption of 10, 000 citations, ahout 12 man months are required to
catalog the initial data base.

Unit Record Generation Selected units of source data should be identified for the
basis of unit record generation. The microfiche format should contain contiguous
sequences of imagery (or pages of a report) . Kodak has recently introduced
Kodachrome microfiche which should be evaluated by inclusion in the microfiche
store for those source data elements which are particularly benefited by color
reproduction. Although it is not presumed that the microfiche will serve the needs
of most system users, the extent of their usefulness should be evaluated as part of
the prototype phase of operations .

Microfiche production costs are relatively low as can be seen in Table 5-1

Table 5-1
MICROFICHE PRODUCTION COSTS

Negative
Size

Frames per
Fiche

Type of
Film

Coe+ nf
Master

Cost per
Fiche

Cost per 1000 frames
Masters Fiche

8 x 10 in. 32 (16:1) B & W 2.00 $0. lb 68.00 $ 5.10

8 x 10 in. 32 (16:1) Color 6.00 0.75 204.00 25.50

8 x 10 in. 98 (24:1) B & W 2.00 :?. 15 22.00 1.65

8 x 10 in. 98 (24:1) Color: 6.00 0. 75 66.00 8.25

The comparative cost of producing 1,000 frames of 35-mm positives (a format
suggested for some unit record applications) is $160.00 for each thousand produced.

Microfiche viewing equipment is reasonably low cost varying between $100.00 and
$400.00 for nonreproducing viewers, and between $ 1000 . 00 and $3000.00 for re-
producing viewers.
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5.2.3 System Demonstration

Principal investigators and other potential users shcnild be introduced to the system

prior to completion of the prototype phase and should be requested to evaluate

system operation constructively. During this period it is anticipated that there will

be several modifications to the indexing procedure and indexing vocabulary based
on this initial experience-.

While limited in operational scope by virtue of the :size of the data bank, &-a demon-

stration of the prototype will simulate the input and output data flows . As additional

subsystems are evolved, they can be demonstrated by means of the prototype system.

Subsequent to the issuance of a prototype system evaluation report, an operational

system implementation plan should be prepared. This document will be based on the

experience gained daring the prototype phase and will contain the specifications and

implementation requirements for the operations phase .

It is anticipated that the equipment for the operations phase of the implementation

program can be installed at MSC 12 months after initiation of the program. During

the period of prototype operation, detailed organizational responsibilities can be

assigned, and physical facility plans can be effected. The careful monitoring of

the prototype phase can provide the basis for valid planning and cost estimates for

the fo.lowing 5-year period. The success achieved in the development of data

exiraction and image analysis methodology will greatly affect not only the future

costing of the operational system, but also the final design to be used in the operational

system . Progress in all subsystem areas must be parallel since a lag in any area

can affect the total system utilization potential.

5.2.4 Operational Phase

The major transition from prototype to operational system will be the finalizing of

the system configuration, procurement of operational system hardware, and the
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phase-over of computer programs to the operational system. At this point, det^lad

data volumes can be estimated, and system parameters can be frozen. Based on the
prototype system evaluation report, prototype programs should be modified and
extended to be responsive with operational requirements.

The major tasks and functions associated with the implementation program are:

• Systems engineering — adaption and development of software for the Lunar/
Earth Data Bank system

• File generation — the production of descriptive citations; generation of
machine-readable files

• Communications costs — cost of full duplex communication line between
remote terminals and computers

• Operational system equipment — the lease/purchase cost of equipment
for operational system

• Applications programming — the final Lunar/Earth Data Bank applications
programs

i
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Section 6
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

There is a variety of research currently underway related to improving the application
of remote sensing systems and technology. Although not immediately concerned with
the data bank problem, this research is directed at improving the quality of the data
to be stored in a data bank, and at techniques which allow more meaningful analysis
to be conducted on data to be retrieved from a data bank. Because of the importance
of this research to the effective utilization of Lunar/Earth data, discussion of these
related areas is included in this section. The study areas relate to functions shown
in Fig. 1-1 which depicts an overall Lunar/Earth data flow as follows:

• Data acquisition — the acquisition of raw data from missions together with
the necessary correlative data to make the raw data meaningful to the analyst

• Data processing — the manipulation of data including processes of developing,
reformatting, enlarging, converting, etc. ; i. e. , processes necessary to
produce an intelligible and efficiently organized record for storage and

analysis
• Data analysis — the extraction of meaningful information from processed

records

The present section recommends that additional study be directed in these related
areas both within NASA by establishing a Remote Sensing Technology Laboratory, and
elsewhere by continuing and extending existing university and industry Lunar/Earth

sciences programs.
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In addition to development in these technical areas, it is felt that a study should be
performed to deter nine how best to disseminate Lunar/Earth data, and to educate
potential users in techniques w>>ich can be used in its exploitation.

6.2 DATA ACQUISITION

Data acquisition developments are closely tied to instrumentation development and
should be closely coordinated with development of the data handling system. To
arrive at an effective information storage and retrieval system design, it is necessary
to consider the form and annotative content of the data acquisition system. In sys-
tems that are in the process of development, the degree and type of annotation
included on the imagery should be carefully analyzed so that identification is fool-
proof and data processing and analysis are facilitated by having time and geometry
references available or. each frame of imagery. Simultaneous firing of shutters and
the recording of exposure and calibration references are examples of areas to be
considered. In essence, an overview of the entire data acquisition and information
handling systems should be taken to evaluate the alternative design tradeoffs.

Because many data are now available without the necessary accompanying annotation
data, it is also necessary to study current systems with a view toward adapting them
most efficiently to the data handling systems being currently developed.

6.3 DATA PROCESSING

The area of data processing can be divided into (1) image processing which includes
film-related processes of development, enlargement. enhancement, and duplication,
and (2) digital data processing which involves processes such as reduction, reformat-

ting, converting, sorting, merging, editing, and enhancement. It is important that
additional studies be performed in the data processing area to better delineate
requirements and their relationships to information handling concepts now being

evolved.

*Much of the material contained in this section has been derived from internal MSC
studies, particularly from the Mapping Sciences Laboratory.
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6.3. 1 Image Processing Techniques

Image data are obtained directly by photographic techniques, indirectly through
electronic imaging systems, or by combinations of photographic and electronic
scanning processes. The following are specific areas of image processing which
require further study:

• Image development — preparation of imagery for scanning, interpretation,
and compilation

• Image enhancement — increasing the legibility of the image components to
aid in interpretation and screening

• False color techniques — increasing the discrimination between similar
images by means of composite color presentations

• Image storage techniques — development of storage media, retrieval devices
using such media, and display devices suitable for remote recall and display
of pictorial data

• Correlation of imagery — provision of multiple display of imagery which
allows comparison of like data points, chant,_ detection, signature deter-
mination, and preparation of jointless mosaics

To optimize the extraction of data from the image, it is vital that consideration be
given to precise control of the film processing. The production of high quality mono-
chromatic and polychromatic reproductions, enlargements, and overlays, and the
precise rectifications used in precise interpretation and mensuration, require con-
trols and techniques beyond the normal processing laboratory. Closely related to
this area is that of edge and area image enhancement which enables more accurate
analysis as well as analysis not otherwise possible without enhancement. Although
techniques for performing enhancement now exist, these techniques must be integrated
into the overall processing system, and new techniques must be devised.

The use of color to supply an additional dimension in the data extraction and inter-
pretation process ]-as been well established. Continued development is proceeding in
the application of false color techniques for discriminating similar images which
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appear in sets of multispectral negatives. By projecting positives of each spectral

negative onto a screen in a registered fashion using a different primary color for

each, a composite color rendition of the scene is formed. This additive color

presentation will produce every hue; the saturation of the color will depend on the

relative density differences between the spectral positives. The brightness of the

image color will be a function of the minimum density level of the image on one of

the spectral positives used in the projection. Adjustment of the three primary colors

will achieve the desired color, and the composite presentation will show all density

differences between the individual positives as colors, with a shade of grey appearing

where the same density appears on all positives. Thus, decection of images where

the density differences are slight is possible by noting differences in hue, brightness,

and saturation in relation to the background. Accurate superposition. ; of images is,

of course, basic to the process.

6.3.2 Digital Data Processing Techniques

Digital data processing can consist of conversion of analog signals to digital form,

with subsequent storage or processing of these signals, or can involve manipulation

and storage of alphanumeric material. The following areas of digital data processing

require further study:

• Automatic indexing — the processing of alphanumeric data to extract signifi-

cant words, phrases, and values which characterize the contents of the

record being indexed.

0 Data correlation — the automatic association of time and position related

data.

• Data reduction — the reduction of raw data to standardized record formats

which are more suitable for retrieval or for further processing.

*For a review of the present state-of-the--art, see the chapter "Indexing and Classifi-
cation" by H. Borko in the book Automated Language Processing, edited by H. Borko,
Wiley, New York, 1967.
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The data bank concepts discussed in the present report require that large quantities of
data be processed so that the time, position, and textual information are efficiently
extracted and correlated. Nonimaging sensor data can be correlated with aerial

photographs of the terrain by recording the time of shutter opening together with the
sensor output signal. It is possible to derive the path of the sensor boresight on the
photograph by using flight parameters obtained from onboard navigation equipment (or
derived from the photographs themselves) and boresight calibration tests which relate
the position of the camera and sensor. The association of sensor position on the ground
with the instantaneous sensor return can be accomplished by a digital computer using
techniques described in Ref. 43.

The systems aspect of the indexing, correlation, and reduction procedures thus becomes
evident: the techniques must be tailor-made.to  allow for the characteristics of the
incoming data, and the final output must be compatible with the data bank and the
retrieval technigaes used in the data bank. Progress in indexing, correlation, and
reduction will allow more economic preparation of relevant data bank material.

6.4 DATA ANALYSIS

The extent toward which data analysis must be conducted as a manual rather than an
automatic process will limit the frequency and completeness of analysis. Additional
studies which should be performed toward increasing automation include:

• Pattern recognition — the automatic determination of image content through
an analysis of the digitized representation of the image

• Change detection — detection of changes through repetitive coverage of the
same area, followed by automatic correlation of image content based on
some criteria of change

• Signature correlation — the analysis of image patterns of materials to deter-
mine invariant patterns which identify the materials under various conditions

• Automated photogrammetric analysis -- the automation of the mathematics
of perspective and projective geometry to enable mapping not only from frame
photography but also from strip, panoramic scan, and line-scan images
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Pattern recognition and change detection techniques have received much attention
over the past several years. If perfected, these techniques could be used to auto-
matically screen and, to some extent, index incoming image data. The procedures
are currently somewhat unsophisticated and very specialized as indicated in Appendix
B, but further research appears to hold promise.

Because different types of rocks, vegetation, and other material have different
spectral distribution of radiation, it should be possible to discriminate surface
materials using remote sensing equipment. Due to the importance of its ultimate
application to remote sensing, work in the signature correlation area should be
encouraged and extended.

Automated photogrammetry is currently in its infancy with some work taking place in
the automated readout of map position and elevation information from frame photog-
raphy. Automatic plotters can profile and contour three to ten times faster than
human operators with accuracy and repeatability of orientation better than that
achieved through manual operation. (Some plotters automatically print orthophoto-
graphs using height information from a stereopair. )

Much work remains to be done in developing not only the mathematical relationships
relative to the geometry of strip and scan imagery, but also in reducing these mathe-
matical formulations to operating systems utilizing computer techniques.

The need for these developments has arisen because of the limitations of frame
photography in meeting the sophisticated needs of world-wide and planetary mapping.
The unique geometry of these systems, the need for remote, communication links,
and the tremendous amount of data to be analyzed make it mandatory that research
in the field of computer automation of photogrammetry be broadened.

6.5 REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY

Effective utilization of data from a state-of-the-art sensor complex can only be
attained through the application of the newest and most powerful techniques. Although
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it would be possible to fund each of several principal investigators sufficiently to
maintain currency with most remote sensing techniques, the cost of duplication of
effort would be high and coordination of the investigations would be difficult. What
might be more desirable would be the establishment of a Remote Sensing Technology
Laboratory to perform experimental research in the areas enumerated in this
section.

The principal functions of this laboratory would include:

• Development and pilot application of advance image enhancement and data
reduction techniques

• Calibration and establishment of field standards
• Determination of the reliability of calibration data for each mission
• Application of optimum image enhancement and radiometric data reduction

techniques to special user problems
• Simulation of anticipated sensor products and outputs by the use of laboratory

and computer models
• Optimization of sensor parameters for specific applications
• Analysis and simulation of unusual anomalies detected by the sensor on

specific missions
• Experimental evaluation of state-of-the-art processing and analysis tech-

niques developed elsewhere

6.6 DISSEMINATION AND DATA EXPLOITATION

It is not at all unusual to find that a large Linount of effort has gone into the technical
aspects of an information systems design, but that correspondingly little effort has
gone into such considerations as dissemination of information and user training. *
This appears to be the case to date in the Lunar/Earth sciences field: an area larger
overlooked has been the consideration of methodology by which potential users of

*For a review of the present state and problems of user studies see the chapter
"Information Needs and Uses in Science and Technology, 11 by S. and M. Herner, in
Annual Review of Information Science and Tech nology, Vol. 2, 1967, C. A. Cuadra.
ed. , New York, Wiley, 1967.
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Lunar/Earth resources data may be informed of the existence of such data and
educated as to its proper use and application. Study is therefore required to develop
methods of stimulating a dynamic interchange between the sources of data and the
prospective user community. The following are some of the potential aids to data
dissemination and exploitation:

• Educational programs — organized educational seminars which travel from
region to region, designed to acquaint potential users with the Lunar/Earth
resourceL, material. The seminars could consist of lectures as well as
demonstrations of actual use of the system by means of remote terminals.

• Distribution of informational material — general informational material and
lists of currently available detailed material could be circulated to selected
potential users. The users could indicate their interests, and appropriate
follow-ups the., made.

• Selective dissemination of information — Selective Dissemination of Informa-
tion (SDI) systems bring published papers or their titles to the user on the
basis of comparison of their subject content with the "profile" of the user
interests. *

0 Publicat; jn of abstracts - it should be possible to incorporate selected
abstracts of Lunar/Earth sciences material into the NASA Scientific &
Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) system.

*For a discussion of distribution of information by means of published literature. see
the chapter "Techniques for Publication and Distribution of Information, 11 by the
American Institute of Physics staff, in the volume cited in the previous footnote.
Abstracting and indexing services are discussed, as is communication outside of
conventional publication channels .
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The components of data acquisition, processing, and analysis have been described,
and the need for research on the automation of many of the operations has been
stressed. Two specific recommendations were made: one for the establishment of
a Remote Sensing Technology Laboratory which would develop integrated, highly
automated acquisition, processing, and analysis systems; and another for the develop-
ment of techniques for dissemination of Lunar/Earth data, and the education of
potential users.
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Appendix A
LUNAR/EARTH DATA BANK USER REQUIREMENTS

Based on a review of remote sensing literature and discussions held with principal
investigators and NASA MSC personnel, the potential user communities were identi-
fied as including personnel in the following scientific and application areas:

• Earth Resource Disciplines — agriculture and forestry, geodesy, cartography
and cultural resources, geology, hydrology and water resources, and
oceanography

• Lunar Science Disciplines — cartography, geodesy, geology, geomchemistry.
geophysics, biology, physics, astronomy, and engineering

• Technology Development — instrumentation development. ground truth
correlation

This appendix defines the objectives of these discipline and application groups and
derives the information requirements which are most amenable to collection by
remote sensor.

A. 1 EARTH RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS

A. 1. 1 Introduction

I

	

	 The use of Earth-orbiting satellites as platforms for sensing of the Earth's surface
has unique advantages over the more conventional ground-based or airborne methods
of observation. Because of the great altitude and rapid movement of the satellite, it
is possible to observe large areas of the Earth's surface in a relatively short time
and at moderate expense. Detailed studies are currently being made by public and
private organizations under the auspices of the National Aeronautics and Space; Admin-
istration to consider the potential applications of observation spacecraft for both
scientific and economic purposes (Ref. 8).
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To determine the data needs of potential users, the information requirements of

several disciplines within the area of Earth Sciences are described, as well as the

broau instrumentation characteristics necessary to collect the information. Disciplines

discussed are:

• Agriculture/forestry

• Geodesy

• Geography, cartography, and cultural resources

• Geology

• Hydrology and water resources

• Oceanology

Although the disciplines are discussed separately. the data needs will not be oriented

by discipline; rather, the separate coverages will be integrated into a set of overall

information requirements.

A. 1.2 Agriculture and Forestry

The expanding population and economic growth of the United States and the world

require the continual development of the world agricultural capacity and forest

resources. An accurate global inventory and continuing assessment of food and fiber

resources is necessary for agricultural expansion. This is also generally applicable

to forest resources where reliable information is needed in advance of forest exploita-

tion as well as for forest management and protection.

r4

	

	
Some specific applications of remote sensing techniques to agriculture and forestry

are (Ref. 9):

• Gathering of data on plant vigor and disease to aid in tl.e increase of agri-

culture and forest production

• Accurate, timely, and broad-scale surveys combined with automatic pattern

recognition methods to yield information necessary for improved productivity.

development, and utilization of these resources. Such surveys would yield
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information useful in soil classification, land use capability, crop identifica-
tion, forest species identification, crop acreage control programs, and forest
fire detection

• Production of world land-use maps as well as synoptic photographs for
planning and operational interpretation

The following technical developments have been indicated as important within agricul-
ture and forestry:

• Determination of spectral signatures of agricultural and forestry phenomena
• Automated pattern recognition procedures as well as enhancement and screen-

ing techniques
• Evaluation of a global land-use satellite system which would provide continuous

coverage of the Earth at constant sun angle using three-band photography and
possibly radar

A. 1.3 Geodesy

While the relationship of geodesy to Earth resources is rather indirect, its contribu-
tions to almost all of the applications discussed in this report will become mo-e
evident as the objectives of this discipline are covered. Geodesy is fundamen';al to
such sciences and disciplines as cartography, astronomy, navigation, and Earth-

orbiting space applications. The broad geodetic objectives are:

• Geometric geodesy - To determine the size and shape of the Earth and locate
with high precision a number of reference points in a unified coordinate
system.

• Physical geodesy - To descxibe the Earth's fixed and time-variable planetary
gravity field and to define a unified mass-centered coordinate system.

The application of space technology will enable the achie-ement of these geodetic
objectives with a precision essentially unachievable by the use of other techniques.
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There are a number of applications of remote-sensing techniques related to these
geodetic objectives:

• Establishment of properly scaled geodetic control essential to topo-
graphic mapping (one of the basic requirements for economic develop-
ment of natural resources)

• Horizontal positioning of oceanographic measurements in the accurate
location of ships and the establishment of precisely located permanent
control points on the ocean bottom (which will provide the control
necessary in the practical utilization of the marine environment)

• Monitoring of horizontal and vertical land motions along fault zones
with respect to a fixed coordinate system and comparing absolute
motions of widely separated points

• Accurate monitoring of the ocean surface for rapid uetection of tsunami

waves
• Determination of tides
• More accurate determination of the wandering terrestrial pole
• Investigation of time-variable processes on the deep ocean bottom such

as deposition and erosion
0 Measurement of continental drift
• Measurement of glacier motion with respect to absolute datum

Accomplishment of these applications is dependent on the continuation of the National
Geodetic Satellite Program. In geometric geodesy, use can be made of the already
programmed GEOS-B and a replacement for the passive ECHO-1 (designated
PAGEOS-B). A ground network of primary and secondary stations with ties between
the network and the "absolute" stations can provide data required to transform the
coordinates of the network into a mass-centered system. Also necessary are scien-
tific reference stations requiring higher precision for basic geophysical investigations.

In physical geodesy, the launching of four satellites (designated GEDY) at 1-year
intervals will be required in addition to GEOS-B. These satellites will carry laser
reflectors and Doppler devices and will enable passive camera tracking.
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A. 1.4 Geography, Cartography, and Cultural Resources

Geography is the science of the Earth's surface, form, physical features, natural and
political divisions, climate, productions, and population. Information pertaining to
this science is concerned with the interaction and flow of natural phenomena and human
activities. Geography is closely related to cartography which is the depiction of the
physical surface of the Earth in the form of maps useful for scientific, engineering,
and commercial purposes.

The urgent need in geography is for uniform data collected over short periods of time
on a worldwide basis to calibrate scientific models such as those dealing with urban
growth (Ref. 10) and expansion. Information currently available varies not only in
quantity and quality but also in space and time.

Synoptic coverage and ground truth combined in an articulated information system can
provide more accurate and more efficient delimitation of the broad physical and cul-
tural patterns on the Earth's surface (Ref. 11). Specific applications of space technology

are:

• Plotting of gross surface patterns to reflect man's activities on a
yearly, seasonal, or shorter time basis to enable inventory of cultural
and natural resources and thus evaluate the potential for further
land development

• Rapid determination of areas of poverty or of distress resulting from

natural disasters
• Determination of the dynamics of ch&tg e, expansion of cities, conver-

sion of agricultural land to other uses, and changes in snow and ice
coverages, through repetitive coverage

• Monitoring of transportation on sea, air, continental waterways, rail-
roads, and highways

• Estimations of census through synoptic coverage coupled with ground

truth
• Global map making
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These applications, which are by no means complete, emphasize the fact that satellite
global data collection will meet many of the information needs of geographers and
cartographers. A central data bank may be the best way to store, process, and dis-
seminate these data.

A. 1.5 Geology

The basic objective in the application of geology to the study of the Earth's crust is
for the location of minerals, oil, and gas. Exploration theory leads to the recognition
and localization of structural and/or lithologic conditions which are favorable for
mineral occurrence. The use of satellites will result in broad synoptic surveys with
multispectrai photography and radar (and possibly magnetic and gravity field mapping)
permitting the trained observer to locate geologic structure and features not evident

in small-scale observations (Refs. 12, 13, and 14).

A basic problem exists in applying remote sensor data, i. e. , the electromagnetic and
force-field data, to the geological process used in exploration. Extensive effort is
required in the interpretation of the new types of data proposed. This effort is un-
deniably more essential for the geologist than the R&D effort on the sensors themselves.
Without an increase in the understanding of geologic remote sensing, more refined
sensor systems would be superfluous. At present a quantum jump in understanding

sensor data is required.

Among the applications that exist in geology are the following:

• A geologic resource study of North and South America by satellite using
+F

synoptic space photography and radar imagery
• Development of line-edge enhancement techniques to improve structural

analysis
• Acceleration of the development of radar imagery interpretation techni-

ques to optimize the information extraction
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After these applications have been made, a more sophisticated program can be under-
taken which will emphasize extensive study of remotely sensed data at other wave-
lengths. This program would seek to expand beyond the simple structural linement
maps to a compositional display based on recognition of electromagnetic signature
and the various spatial and temporal distributions of these signatures, Such a program
should include the following aspects:

• Research on information available for mineral identification at various
wavelengths

• Development of the theory of surficial geology to understand how useful
geologic information for exploration can best be obtained from remote
sensing

• Study of the various physical aspects of the coupling between geological
conclusions and the sensing process such as sun angle, polarization,
spectral properties of minerals, vegetation, and soil structure in the

surface layer
• Sensor development in longer wavelength radar (providing deeper pene-

tration), and multichannel single aperture scanning systems in the
infrared, visible, and ultraviolet wavelengths

• Research in the data processing and data interpretational aspects of
future systems

A. 1.6 Hydrology and Water Resources

Hydrology, the science of the properties and laws of water, is concerned with the study
of water in the atmosphere and on the earth, and the application of water resources to

n a	
the pursuits of man. The objectives of hydrology fall into two categories: those
objectives required immediately for better utilization of water resources and those
required for a better understanding of the hydrologic cycle.

Applications relating to these objectives are (Ref. 15):

• The ability to forecast precipitation, temperature, and stream flow
(short and long term)
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• Reliable information on evaporation from water and land, transpiration,
and consumptive water uses

• Reliable information on rainfall distribution and drainage basins
• Accurate soil moisture data over large areas
• Accurate data on snow cover, snow water content, and the rate of snow

melt
• Better rainfall information for the inaccessible headwaters of drainage

basins

• Better information on currents and tidal effects in harbors and estuaries,
the extent of salt water intrusion, and the effects of stream flow and

wastes on coastal waters

Accomplishment of many of these applications is anticipated by a hydrology communi-
cations satellite, HCS, a hydrology sensing satellite, HSS-1, and the HSS-2, an

advanced sensing satellite.

The HSS-1 w(.^uld utilize:

• Panchromatic and color photography
• Multispectral infrared photography
• Infrared and radar imagery

These instruments would provide data on:

• Snow cover and ice occurrence in rivers and glaciers
• Near-shore underwater detail in coastal waters, estuaries, large lakes,

1	 and major reservoirs
• Details of saline intrusion, circulation patterns, and visible pollutant

distribution in coastal waters, estuaries, and lakes
• Geomorphology of river basins and changes in shoreline

The HSS-2 may provide the following:

• Improved resolution of HSS-1 items
• Areal extent, intensity, and total amount of rainfall
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• Horizontal movement of atmospheric water vapor
• Salinity and biochemical characteristics of water
• Rates of stream flow
• Elevation of reservoirs, rivers, and lakes

Other developments of importance are:

• Remote sensors to determine snow cover, density, depth, and
temperature

• Side-looking radar systems for ice surveillance
• Detailed study of existing imagery to determine its applicability

Prompt processing and dissemination of such photographs to interested users is
required.

A. 1.7 Oceanography

The primary objective of oceanography is the study of the physical and biological
character of the ocean at all depths, its behavior as a dynamic global system, and its
interaction with the coasts and inhabitants of tie coast. An aircraft or satellite
remote-sensing program will sample the top few hundred feet of the ocean which is
that portion of greatest importance to man in his fishing, shipping, and coastal activi-
ties; it includes the photosynthesis zone providing the entire biological resonance of
the sea and the air-sea interface across which the major energy inputs from sun and

wind. occur.

Among the specific applications of space technology, areas with particular promise

are (Ref. 16):

• Prediction of fish location by measurement of sea temperature and

chlorophyll content
• Surveillai.:e of coastal waters by monitoring temperature changes,

storm surges, wave and current conditions, pollution patterns, river
run-off, sedimentation, and shore erosion
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• Surveillance of the oceans on a global scale as a major service to
shipping; monitoring of sea state, ocean currents, floating ice, and
ice cover in northern latitudes

• Regular recording of the height of the ocean over the globe to contribute
to calculations of tidal current and circulatory dynamics of the ocean

The most significant parameters and associated equipment required for these applica-
tions are:

• Sea surface temperature (IR, microwave, and telemetry)
• Imagery (photography, imaging radar, and IR)

Drift rate of floating objects (IR, buoys, etc. )
• Sea ice and bergs (imagery by radar)
• Spectrograms (chlorophyll detection, sea color, bioluminescence, and

fluorescence)
• Sea state (radar roughness)
• Dynamic topography of sea surface (radar or laser altimeter)

This will require vigorous R&D programs closely coupled to ground-truth testing
programs. Perhaps the greatest benefits can be accrued by evolvement of a combineu
system utilizing (1) aircraft and satellites with various remote sensors, (2) collection
and relay of data from buoys and ships, and (3) central oceanographic data handling
banks.

A. 1.8 Summary of Earth Resource Information Requirements

f	
The objectives of the various disciplines and major applications of remote sensing
have been indicated to establish the envelope of user requirements upon which the
indexing of data will be accomplished. These applications must then be analyzed as
to the potential phenomena which will make up the required observations. This, in
turn, requires the distinction of specific characteristics or observables. These
characteristics are not all observable at the same resolution level or wavelength.
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Therefore, a combination of remote sensing instrumentation of varying resolution
levels and wavelength will be flown simultaneously to obtain the required coverage.

An organized presentation relating spatial resolution to earth. resource discipline
application areas is hown in Table A-1. A ready reference comparison of discipline
area, application, phenomena and characteristic, resolution required, operating
wavelength, and equipment is presented in Tables A-3 through A-6 (Ref. 17). Appen-
dix A contains an indicative correlated summary of observables across a variety of
discipline lines which is useful in establishing the envelope of data elements required
by potential users.

A. 2 LUNAR SCIENCES REQUIREMENTS

A. 2.1 Introduction

Data received from the Moon will contribute to the answering of questions in eight
different sciences and technologies (Ref. 18), The specific breakdown of lunar infor-
mation into these eight disciplines is not a rigid allocation nor is it essential to an
indexing system, but is rather an affort to cover the types of information to be handled
within the system. These disciplines are:

Cartography
Geology
Geochemistry
Geophysics
Biology
Physics
Astronomy
Engineering

Collection of information about the Moon will be accomplished by surface exploration,
first at points and then later by traverses. Knowledge gained in this manner will then
be extrapolated to cover other areas of the Moon by use of sensors carried in lunar-
orbiting vehicles which can survey vast areas within short time periods. The over
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Table A-1

NATURAL RESOURCE APPLICATIONS GROUPED BY
RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS(a)

Spatial
Resolution(bi Agriculture/Forestry Geography(e) Geology le) ilydrology ^	 p y(c)Ocean	 rim h

(meters)

<20 Timberllns, waterline Population and cut- Delineation of @mall Groundwater Ice surveillance
and snowllne studies tural atudlen ariatlfolds discharge

Snow/Ica and Ice/water
Grass, brush, and Fishing twat aetivd- Delineation of small Subaqueeua features Interface studies
timberland interfaces ties linear elements of lakes

Wave profile
Vegetation density Land ; lime studies Delineation :^ etratl- Detection of water

Shoals and coastal map-
Tree count Topo-mapping graphic sequences pollution. Inland

areas (rivers, lakes ping (bottom topography)

Tree crown diameter 1:250,000 and Lfthologlc units
hws) Currents (long shore)

Crop species
larger scales

Plant cover and
Boll compaction

F,ffluenta of major Coastal marine proces-

Crop acreage soils Slope stability rivers ses aide! variations)

Irrigation studies Forest types Permeability studies Monitoring lake and Estuarine and shore-

Ore deposits reservoir levels line morphology
Fields of smaller Thematic mapping F.vapotransplratlon Sea level and sea elopesizes, 10 acres or Loco! geothermal
less anomalies Water surface Sea mammals.

Livestock census Tectonic studies roughness

Glaciological studies
Rainfall

(local) Salt portent

Drainage basins

Water regimens of
valley glaciers

Snow surveying

Reservoir sedimen-
tation

20-100 Timberline and snow- Water resources Delineation of folds Evapotranspiration Sea survace thermal
line studies

Gross cultural and linear elements
Water surface

mapping

Fields of larger sizes studies Soil compaction roughness Cold region thermal
10 acres or more

Geomorphology Slope stability Rainfall structure

Soil temperature studies
Gross geothermal Salt content

Fresh/salt water Inter-

Detection of forest Grose land-use studies
Drainage basins

face

fires studies
Geomorphic studies

Water pollution, large

Topo mapping,
Water regimens of areas, oceanic, harbor

scales smallerthan
Glaciological studies valley glaciers areas

1:250,000 Mineral belts Snow surveying Ocean waves

Pollution (air, land, Permafrost Reservoir sedl- Currents (offshore)
water) mentatlon Biological studies (fish
Thematic mapping k other populations)

Wave refraction studies

Volcanic activity

100-300 Timberline, snow- Land -use studies Delineation of large Evapotranspiration Currents (offshore)
line and desettline
studies

Thematic mamapping folds
Water surface Water messes

Delineation of linear roughness Upwelling areas
Fields of gross sizes elements

Rainfall
(rangelands, etc.) Llthologlc units

Monitoring lake and
Geothermal studies resery ar levels

Volcanic studies

Metallogenic prov-
Incee

Inventory of Ice fea-
tures

300 Soil moisture Cloud studies Delineation of large Evapotranspiration Sea state

Land-use studies
folds and faults

Rainfall Delineation of pack and

Thematic mapping
Slope stability Snow surveying

cap Ice margins

Sea water color analysis

(a)Requirements sub, ,ilfted by agencies and representatives of the various geoscience disciplines involved.
(b)Resolution (side dimension In meters of resolvable objects) to here defined ar the ability to resolve Earth-surface distances per

line pair at a target contrast of ': I  under actual flight conditions. Resolutions lees than 30 meters will not necessarily be
attained on early mlealorz

(c) Cartography, geodesy, and geophysics applications integrated in geography, geology, and oceanography.
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Table A-2

AGRICULTURE/ FORESTRY -- PARTIAL SUMMARY OF
'JBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

Application Phenomenon Characteristic Detector Resolution
(meters) Spectrum

Lumber and Inventory and Boundaries/topo- Metric camera 6-35 0.4-0.9p
Conservation distribution graphic and Multispectral camera 6-35 0.4-0.9p

texture IR imager 6-35 3-14p
Microwave imager 30-300 3-35GC
Radar imager 6-35 0.5-10CC

Yield Multispectral camera 3-20 0.4-0.9p
IR imager 20-60 3-14p

Spectrometer 20-200 3-14p 
Radiometer 20-200 3-14p

Radar imager 6-35 0.5-10GC

Type and densit:. Multispectral camera 3-20 0.4-0.9p
Metric camera 3-20 0.4-0.9p
IR imager 6-35 0.4-3p

Spectrometer 6-35 0.4-14p
Radiometer 6-35 0.4-14p

Radar imager 3-20 0.5 -10 GC

Multispectral camera 3 -20 0.4-0.9p
TR imager 3 -20 0.4-3p

Fire and Damage D2 imager 30-2(`0 3-14p
reclamation Metric camera 30 -200 0.4-0.9p

Pattern and tem- D2 imager 30-300 3-14p
perature discon- Metric camera 30 -200 0.4-0.9p
tinuity

Soil moisture/ IR spectrometer 6-60 3-14p
texture IR radiometer 6-60 3 -14 p

Radar scatterometer 30-300 0.3-0.6 GC
Microwave imager 30-300 3-35GC

Farming Inventory and Boundaries/topo- Metric camera 3 -20 0.4-0.9p
distribution graphic Multispectral camera 3 -20 0.4-0.9p

IR imager 6-35 3-14p
Microwave imager 30-300 0.3-35GC
Radar imager e-35 0.5-10GC

Crop statistics IR imager 20-35 3-14g
type/density and IR spectrometer 20 -35 3 -141A
yield IR radiometer 20-35 3-14p

Metric camera 20 -35 0.4-0.9p
Multispectral camera 20-35 0.4-0.9p

infestation Pattern/damage Multispectral 2 0.4-1.0p
tracking tele 6-35

TR imager 6-35 3-14p
Spectrometer 6-35 3-141A 
Radiometer 6-35 3-14p

Multispectral camera 6-35 0.4-0.9p

Usable land Soil texture/moil- Multispectral camera 30- 200 0.4-0.9p
ture and vegetation IR imager 30-200 3-14p

Spectrometer 30-200 3-14p
Radiometer 30-200 3-14p

Metric camera 30-200 0.4-0.9M
Microwave radiometer 30-300 0.3-35jc
Radar scatterometer 30-300 0.3-0.6 GC
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Table A-3
GEOGRAPHY - PARTIAL SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

Application I'hennmon nn Cho ractori sticv Detector
Resolution

(meters	 F)
Spectrum

Transportation Identify facilities Terminals, buildings Pan photo 1- 15 0.4-0.7p

Roads, fill tracks	 - Mi-tric photo 1-20 0.4Roads, RR tracks

Traffic count I'an/111111 photo 2- 5 0.4 -0,71,

Location of noa Mops - 1:50,000 Renic 	 _- Pan photo 5 0.4-0,711
facilities

Metrie photo 10 -20 0.1 -0.9p

Maps -- 1:250.000 Renle Metric photo In	 -30 0.4-0.911

Cultural/economic factors Multi photo In	 1n0 0.3-1.011

Radar imager 10 -I00 5-lnGC,

Navigation Topographv Maps - I:Ino,OnO scale Metric photo In- 20 0.4-0.9to

Maps- 1:250,000 scale Metric photo 10-30 0.4-0.911

Urban Planning Locate settlements Roundary and topographv Metric photo 10	 ton 0.4-0.911

Microsfive 1 10-100 0.4-350C

Type of settlements Color. texture, color Multi photo 15-30 0.3-1.0tr
contrast

TRimager 10-100	 l° 1-3p

DiRtributinn in pattern density of dwelling Metric photo :1- 15 0.4 -0.9µ
settlement

Multi ph A0 10--100 0.3-1.Oµ

IR Imager 10-100	 V 0.3-1411

Radar imager to - Into 5-10GC

Occurrence of rec- Color, texture, shape Multi photo 10-100 0.3-1.0
reation areas

Radar Imager In -loo 5-1000

Population dirt. Population count tIIIR photo I 0.4-0.7p

New Sites for set- Map - 1:50,n00 Rcale Pan photo 5 0.4-0.711
tlements

Metric photo 10-20 0.4-0.9

Map- 1:250,000 scale Metric photo In-3n (1.4-0.9

Cultural/economic factors Multi-photo to -ton 0.3-1.Op

Radar imager 10-Wo 5-1000

Land use intensity Multi-photo in- 100 0.3-1.Oµ

111111 photo 2-5 0.3- 1.0p

IR imager too	 I° 1-l4µ

Spectral signature fR spec/rad 200 0.4-3p

Industrial Classification of Topographic features Metric photo 10-.^0 0.4-0.9p

Planning facilities
Color, texture Multi-photo 10-100 0.3-1.Op

Rest budget [It radiometer 200 8-14p

Detall features UIIR photo 2 0,1-1,011

Spectral Signature IR spvc/rad too 0,4-3p
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Table A-4

GEOLOGY — PARTIAL SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES

Application Phenomenon Characteristic Detector Resolution	 Wavelength(meters C

Petroleum, Surface patterns Lithology Pan camera 6 0.4-0.7µ
coal and ore
detection IR spec 300	 1.0 8-15p 

Radar imager 30 - 10 GC

Outcrops UV imag/spec 30 0.3-0.6H

Magnetic field variation Magnetometer 300-1000 N/A

Small folds Metric camera 10 0.4-0.7µ

Small drainage patterns Radar imager 20 - 10 GC

IR imag 300	 1.0 8-1511 

UV imag/spec 60 0.3-0.6µ

Large folds Radar imager 300 - 10GC

Large drainage patterns UV lmag/spec 150 0.3-0.6µ

Metric camera 6 0.4-0.7p

IR imager 600	 0.1 8-15µ

Volcano pre- Surface feature Temperature variation IR imager 300	 1.0 8-15µ
diction changes Pass micro imag 150	 1.0

Multispee cam 30 0.3-1.0p

Lithologic identification IR epee 300 8 -15 µ

IR imag 300 8-15µ

Spatial relations Multispee cam 50 0.3-1.01A

Radar imager 200 - 10 GC

E rthquake Surface stress Linear microtempera- Muitispec cam 30 0.3-1.0µ
prediction and discontinui-

ties
ture anomalies IR imager 40	 1.0 8-15µ

Slope distribution Metric camera 30 0.4-0.7 µ

Crust anomalies Gravity meter 10-11 g'e N/A

Soil moisture Multispee cam 50 0.3-1.011

1R imager 200 8-1511 

Engineering Geothermal Temperature anomalies IR imager 300 8-15µ
geology power sources

Surface gas Absorption spec 200 0.3-0.7µ

Landslide Soil moisture IR imager 300 8-15µ
prediction

Slope distribution Metric camera 30 0.4-0.7µ

Crust anomalies Gravity meter 10-11 g's N/A
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Table A-5

HYDROLOGY - PARTIAL SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS AND OBJECTIVES

Application Phenomenon Characteristic Detector Resolution
(meters C°) Wavelength

Water inven- Water inflow into Effluents of major rivers Par camera 10 0.5--0.7µ
tory basins, rivers, IR spec 100	 1.0 8-15p and streams

UV imag/spec 100 0.3-0.6µ

Lake and reservoir Pan camera 300 0.5-0.7µ
levels Multi teles 3 0.5-0.7µ

Laser alt 1/3 vertical - Iµ

Drainage basin features Multispec cam 100 0.2-1.0 µ
IR spec 100	 1.0 8 -15 µ

Flood Excess E,urficial Location and areal Metric cam 100-300 0.5-0.7µ
control water coverage of floods Radar imager 10-50 - 10GC

Rainfall monitor Radar imager 30 - 10 GC
IR imager 300 8-15µ
Pan camera 500 0.5-0.7µ

Water Natural and in- Color Pan camera 10 0.5-0.7µ
pollution dustrial pollution IR spec 100	 1.0 8-15µ

Spectral signature 1JV imag/spec 100 0.3-0.6µ

Salt content Multispec cam 100 0.3 -1.0 µ

Water Evaporation and Evapotranspiration IR imager 300	 1.0 8-15µ
conservation transpiration IR spec 300	 0.5µ 8-15p 

Pass mtcr spec 1000	 0.1
Multispec cam 30 0.3-1.Oµ
Radar imag 30 - 10 GC

Water re- Seeps and springs Temperature variation IR imager 10-50 8-15µ
sources Multispec cam 10-100 0.3-1.0p 

Quality of water I Multispec cam 10-100 0.3- 1.0 µ

Glaciology Frozen water inventory IR epee 100	 1.0 8-15µ
Metric camera 30 0.5-0.7µ

Snow survey Metric cam 30 0.5-0.7µ

LI

Pass micro rad 3000	 0.5
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Table A-6

OCEANOGRAPHY -- PARTIAL SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

Application Phenomenon Chnractcristice Ik tecanr
Resohlt.i"n

T mrtcr^	 <'1
Spectrum

Shipping Sea state Wave height Radar acatt loon 0.4-3 GC

Currents Surface temp. grndients III imager 3o- :inn 8 - l3µ

IR radlometrr 3o -ion	 n. 1 -n.2 In-179

Mternwave imag 30-:I00 1-6GC

Microwave rad 20 -15n	 0.5-2.0 1-6 GC

Water color tones Multiband photo 30 C.3-1.nµ

Hazards Temperature anomalies IR imager 20 8- 131,

Icebergs
Ice masses IR rad 20	 150	 1.0-2.0 10-12µ

Water/ice Interface Radar Imager 20 1.5-1000

Mlernwave rad 30-300	 1.0-2.0 1-60C

Microwave It Fig 30-3nO 1-615C

Sea food UpweUing Surface temperature gradient IR imager 15e 8-l3µ

production
III radiometer 150	 0.5-1.5 10-l2µ

Kernwivetmag 30-300 1-1000

Microwave rad 3n-3o0	 0.(i-1.5 1-1000

Currents and eddies Water color tones Multiband photo 30 0 .3-1.04

Surface temperature gradient IR imager 30-300 8-13µ

Ii, radiometer 3n-300	 0.1-2.0 10-12µ

Bottom topography Wave refraction and color Multiband photo 25 0.3-1.nµ

tones

Bloluminescence Color Tones Multiband photo f,0 0.3-1.0µ

Oil slicks Vapor signature Ahsorptlon spec 60 0.3-0.611

Coastal Shoreline topography Land/water interface Metric photo 20 0.4-0.9µ

Geography
Radar imager 20 1-3n GC

Color tones and contrast Multiband photo 20 0.3 - Lap

Water effluents and Water color tones Multihand photo 20 0.3-1.Oµ

sediment transport

Sea levels and slopes Surfaces+ Elevation Radar alt 0.2-1.0 Vert. 10-60(;C

Laser alt n.2-1.0 Vert. 0.3-0.9µ

Marine Bioluminescence Color tones Multiband photo 60 0 . 3 -1.0 µ

Biology
Red tides

J
Color tones Multiband 60 0.3 - I.O µ

Plankton Culor tones Multihand photo 30 0.3 - l.0µ

Schools of fish and Color tones Multiband photo 30 0 . 3-1.oµ

algae
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flying sensors will scan and photograph parameters which have previously been
scanned and photographed on very limited areas of the lunar surface.

A. 2.2 Cartography/Geodesy ;Selenography/Selenodesy)

Selenography/selenodesy has as its general objective the making of maps of the Moon's
surface. The maps would be of various scales and contour intervals, and would depict
and name most lunar surface features. The maps would have grids established on a
longitude-latitude grid which could, in turn, develop other grid or coordinate systems.

Basic to the making of accurate lunar snaps is the establishment of the precise figure

nf t o ^ Moon (i. e. , its departure from a sphere) and a system or net of control points
of the required accuracy. Accurate lunar surface maps are needed to pinpoint the
.ocution of data collection points and to permit precise navigation.

To fulfill the demands of map making, the required information elements are (Ref. 19):

• Precise metric photography of the entire lunar surface with end, sidelap,

and stereo coverage
• Control network on the lunar surface consisting of a series of accurately

located points
• Precise knc wledge of conditions of photography
• Complete orbital data of cameras to give the figure of the Moon
• Knowledge of lunar tides
• Slope studies
• Recognition of lunar surface features
• Measurements of lunar features
• Measures of roughness

A summary of the information channeled back from the Moon and related to cartography

yields:

• Slope data — percentage breakdown
• Grid and coordinate systems — latitude and longitude, grid areas, military

grids
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• Planimetric and contour maps at large and small scales, large and small
contour intervals

• Lunar feature maps
• Lunar surface roughness analysis (photogrammetric and photometric) by area
• Lunar shape or figure
• Lunar tide data (solid-body tide)

Cartography requires specific instrumentation so that 3ata returned to Earth can be
used to produce maps with the help of plotting instruments. The following are needed:

• Metric cameras (orbit equipment) consisting of muitiband photography, UV IR
visual, 70-mm and 9-1/2-in. width film, with Earth return by telemetry

• Radar (orbit instrument) for imaging — requires electrical measurements on
lunar surface for calibration

• Radio transponders (landed on Moon) to receive and transmit signals used for
precise distance measurement

• Radar altimeter (in orbiter) to measure altitude of cameras precisely
• Chronometer and star camera (landed on Moon) to measure location and give

fix on control points
• Corner reflectors to pinpoint surface locations on radar imagery, that is,

control points or ground truth locations

A. 2.3 Geology (Selenology)

Geology of the Moon is concerned with the geologic mapping of the lunar surface and
subsurface, the study of the processes that affect the lunar surface, and the determina-
tion of the age, origin, and history of the lunar features. The geologic mapping entails
putting boundaries around the areal limits of mappable rock units and describing their
structural attitudes. The subsurface mapping will be made possible by exposures in
drill holes and in crater walls. The study of the processes responsible for present and
past lunar surface morphology entail investigating erosion, transportation, and deposi-
tion as well as internal movement or tectonism (Ref. 20). The age, origin, and history
of the Moon and of lunar surface and subsurface features requires investigation based
on data in part given by geochemical and geophysical studies.
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To ach'L.;ve the geological objectives, the following space technology applications are
required:

• Base maps must be created (see cartography)
• Manned or unmanned landings must be made to achieve lunar exploration of

surface geology and to collect samples
• Surface and orbital imagery must be done in selected waveA4ngths with long-

continued monitoring of processes required in some instances
• Ground-truth sites must be mapped and studied covering crucial areas

(Ref. 21)
• Drilling and crater wall studies should be carried on to get information about

the lunar subsurface
• Specific study will be made of the predominant processes of impact cratering

and volcanism

Among the parameters of interest are:

• Surface roughness — this parameter relates to astronaut landing, mobility of
wheeled vehicles, geologic origin of rock, and impact cratering forces

• Surface features — origin, nature, and significance of rills, ridges, and
crater pits

• Rock type of a surface area relating to origin, process, and history
• Structural features — folds, faults, and joints
• Evidence of processes — landslides, rolling stones, and secondary cratering

by flying ejecta
• Evidence of external effects — results of meteorite impact, radiation darken-

n #
	 ing, and blanketing by ejecta

• Formation boundaries — as distinguished by changes in albedo, roughness,
color, and reflectivi.ty

• Age relations of superposition or transectioi,
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Instruments required are both orbiter and surface type.

Orbiter instruments are:

(1) Cameras of metric mapping precision type using multiband applications c,l
film, 70-mm and 9-1/2 in. width, for detection of hotspots and for volcan:am

(2) Radar IR and LTV scanner imagers for detection of rock composition and
for subsurface structure depiction

Orbit image and scan records will be telemetered to Earth or retui,%ied intact in a
capsule.

Surface instruments are:

(1) Sample collecting tools, containers
(2) Geologic tools — clinometers for measuring dips of rocks, hammers, maps,

notebooks, tape recorders for notes, TV cameras. and multiband hand
cameras for recording what is seen

(3) Gas chromatographs — for chemical analysis of gas at suspected active voi-
canic sites

(4) Mass spectrometers — for chemical analysis for elemental composition of
rocks or gases

(5) X-ray spectrometers — for rock composition analysis of samples
(6) Seism:e equipment — for measurement of volcanic and meteor impact activity

A. 2.4 Geochemistry (Selenochemistry)

Geochemistry is supportive to geology but is itself an important area of lunar science.
It is concerned with the chemistry of lunar soil, rocks, and atmospheres, and their
origin, age, and history. The study of volcanic phenomena on the Moon, of radio-
activity, and of age dating of rocks will be very important. The analysis for age,
elemental, and mineral composition will b_- done by sampling gases and rock for in

situ, lunar laboratory, or Earth-returned study.
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SamplFs collected on the surface, from drilling, and from sources of volcanic gas
will be analyzed for type, origin, age, history, fabric, structure, and value for engi-
neering use. Knowledge of elemental and mineral composition is a requirement for
geologic mapping, establishment of ground truth, and the performance of lunar surface
explorati-,n from an engineering or practical standpoint. Once surface determinations
are made in significant areas, overflights by orbiting instruments can be keyed into
these results and the knowle(te extended to other parts of the lunar surface. Orbiting
sensor acquisition requirements are:

• Sensing thermal anomalies (volcanic activity)
• Sensing rock types (for mapping)
• Sensing gas emissior-s (volcanoes)
• Sensing roughness (cratering studies, and trafficability anc landing hazards)
• Sensing radioactivity (for study of heat regime)

Mineral names, rock names, and bulk chemical analyses are descriptors for the soil
and rock samples of the lunar surface. In addition, there are the following parameters
applicable to samples of soi l. and gas:

• Age of the sample — as obtained from radioactive age dating
• Origin assigned to sample —volcanic (or i( rneous), sedimentary, meta-type
• Fabric, structure, changes, and texture of rock sample
• History deduced from origin, such as in lication of burial depth of cooling as

inferred from crystal size
• Likely origin of gas sample, such as frcri a volcanic vent

Surface exploration instruments consist of collecting apparatus and containers plus the

following analytical and sensing instruments:

G Gas chromatograph — for gas analysis of small quantities
• Mass spectrometer — for analysis of minute quantities of gas or solids
• X-ray spectrometer — for mineral composition analyses of rocks

• Gieger counter — for radioactivity detection
• Wet chemical analytical equipment for standard chemical studies in a lunar

laboratory for elemental analysis
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• Radio and TV links to base vehicle or Earth
• Voice tapes of observations
• Maps for location of samples

Overflight instrumentation in orbiters will be the following:

• IR-visible-UV sensors for locating thermal anomalies and mineral signatures
• Radioactivity sensors

A. 2.5 Geophysics (Selenophysics)

As applied to the Moon, geophysics studies the nature, origin, history, and mapping
of parameters such as gravity, magnetism, and solid body waves. This science in-
cludes tectonism, differentiation, moonquakes, and active and passive seismic
exploration.

The specific measurements needed to provide an understanding of the various lunar
body geophysical parameters ar(; the following:

• Magnetic field recordings taken at frequent intervals in time and over the
lunar surface

• Gravity field recordings taken in a similar manner of both absolute readings
(a few) and relative readings (a dense pattern)

• Passive seismic recordings using seismographs of both long and short periods
to record waves produced by lunar solid body vibration

• Monitoring equipment (12 or more instruments) to establish a net to record

It	 natural quakes of internal and external origin (heavy meteorites, impact of
heavy space vehicles)

• Samples taken to establish palomagnetic fields

Data to be expected from lunar geophysical research include passive and active seis-
mology data and maps. Passive seismology data involve recordings of seismographs
on multiple-track tapes; as reduced data this yields depth, location, and strength of
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quakes or impacts. Active seismology data are recovered on tapes from planned and
sited explosions set off to delineate subsurface density interfaces and the structure of
folds and faults, volcanic features, and stratigraphic relations such as nonconformities
and thinning or thickening beds. The maps derived will have gravity or magnetic
readings added to them so that anomalies can be located to indicate areas of high or
low magnetism or gravity leading to location of iron concentrations, isostatic adjust-
ment, or presence of unusually dense or light rock masses.

Orbiting measurements include gravity-gradient determinations depicting the rate of
change of the gravity field. Also, the magnetic field can be sampled in orbit. Since
lunar field strength is expected to be low, sensitive magnetometers wi. be  needed.
Surface or ground-truth instrumentation will consist of gravimeters (pendulum) for a
few absolute gravity determinations plus gravimeters of a n.0bile type for numerous
rapid gravity determinations. Seismographs will be of two types, mobile for active
seismic experiments and essentially stationary for passive monitoring of quakes and
high-energy impacts.

A. 2.6 Biology

The primary objective of the biological sciences in lunar exploration is the finding of
evidence of organic life. If life is found, its extent and nature, history, origin, and
processes would be studied. Uncontaminated samples from the richest organic sources
would be sought. Prevention of contamination by astronauts and Earth laboratories
must also be attempted. Ices and gases, if found, would be sampled for organic evi-

dences. Test sites to study the growth of Earth life-forms on the Moon would be

provided.

Data sought would be based on:

• Samples — uncontaminated Earth-returned samples would afford the best test

for evidence of life
• Analyses — chemical analyses, gas chromatography, mass spectrometry, all

would provide in situ or lunar laboratory life presence tests, to prevent
Earth return of many unproductive samples
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• Observation of macroscopic and microscopic samples to determine if they
contain or support life forms, in situ or in the laboratory

• Observation of environmental conditions such as temperature, water or ice
presence, and cyclical rejuvenation of spores in any aqueous environment

• Subsurface conditions will be described by means of samples taken by drilling
• Evidence of life would be mapped in terms of its density
• All electromagnetic spectrum sensors would be calibrated using an area

where life has been detected to determine ground-to-overflight correspondence
of sensitivity of instrumentation

• Surface and orbiter exploration would have gas "sniffers ' instrumentation

To summarize the biological data we would expect to note:

• Listing of species of life forms
• Lists of suggestive organic compounds
• Notes on processes exhibited by any life :arms discovered
• TV monitoring of such forms over long periods — also for Earth forms under-

going lunar tests
• Characterization of vigor of all reported life forms, including stages of

encystment or encapsulation
• Ground-truth data using sensors for later tests of correspondence to remote

sensing signatures
• Voice tapes of descriptions of sterile techniques

Instrumentation necessary for the biological lunar study includes:

• Gas chromatographs sensitive to key organic chemicals and employing sys-
tems requiring very small gas volume

• Mass spectrometer able to operate. at low concentrations
• Wet chemical analysis in missions where a laboratory is feasible, manned

or unmanne-1
• Multiband photography and wide range spectral sensors to catch signatures

of any organic discovery site
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• Uncontaminated sample collection required to ensure that organic chemicals
are not speciously counted

• Long-time monitoring of test and discovery areas via TV link and sensor link
to environment

• Radiation and particle influx monitoring on a long-term basis

A. 2.7 Physics

Within the compass of physics pertaining to the lunar surface and surrounding volume
are the phenomena relating to fields and particles and other forces and effects not
covered under geophysics. Several effects will be induced by solar phenomena and

several by the Earth's influence. Important are solar particles and radiation, lunar
magnetic and gravitational fields, thermal gradients, atmospheres and atmospheric
pressures, temperatures, and densities. Electrical phenomena such as conductivities
and resistivities of atmosphere and surface materials will be studied.

Most of the data will be read as numeric readings from instruments. Pressure gauges,
geiger counters, gravity gradient instrument ,. . ,	 .peters, magnetometers, and
electrical parameter instruments will be employed, many of which will be continuous
long-term monitors.

A. 2.8 Astronomy

Astronomical research concerning the Moon will be of two categories: (1) astronomy
of the Moon and (2) astronomy of other astronomical objects with the Moon as a

"platform."

The objectives of the first category will be the study of the astronomy of the Moon as
a member of the solar system. This would be concerned with refinements of the lunar
ephemeris, yielding more exact Earth-Moon distance calculations, more exact libra-
tior_ predictions, and more precise orbital data.
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The second category would be that of lunar-based astronomy directed toward study of
the sun, the balance of the solar system, and the stars. The steady atmosphereless
conditions for observation would be a great advantage to astronomical observers.
Observations from lunar orbiters would be somewhat less advantageous but would
yield data pertaining to lunar occultations of stars and planets as well as observations
at times of solar exposure and times of screening from solar effects.

The use of instruments such as radar altimeters, star field cameras using multiband
film, corner reflectors for pinpointing lunar surface locations, and telescopes for
visual, x-ray, and radio observations will greatly enhance astronomical knowledge.

A. 2.9 Engineering Properties

The purpose of engineering studies is the establishment of information about the opera-
tion of instruments and equipment on the lunar surface. Considerable scientific infor-
mation is necessary on bearing strength of soils, slumping and settling of the surface,
safety factors for huinan living and exploring, and human factors such as trafficability,
vision, movement, and shelter. All the instrumentation will undergo "shakedown"
during actual operation and will transmit operational data to a central laboratory or
back to Earth. Construction requirements will receive "feedback" from geology,
physics, and other sciences to establish a practicable, safe, and inexpensive shelter.
As an example, caves left by old emptied lava flow tubes would furnish protection
against micrometeorites and radiation, large heat cycles, and possibly might yield
ices of useful varieties.

A very important aspect of engineering studies would be the soil mechanics investiga-
tion. From this activity would come knowledge of bearing strength in pounds per
square inch, slump resistance, chemical relevance to construction problems, and
physical properties affecting digging and cementing. The heat-transfer character-
istics of soil will be very important to the requirements of thermal shielding.

Engineering knowledge related to the mechanical properties of rocks will determine
the feasibility of their use in building shelters. Drilling procedures and safety of
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lunar surface and subsurface living will also be influenced by these properties. As

a very minimum, the conditions ill long-term protection for monitoring instruments
will be of importance. Fit,-dom fro.n complete breakdown due to radiation or particle
influx must be ensured earl- , o • . ^xposure panel and test panel monitoring will be
crucial to finding which lubricants, .;omponent parts, or protective covers wort: well
in various lunar environments.

Many of the data from these tests will be obtained from monitors recording and trans-
mitting performance date There will also be voice reports on tapes and direct
telemetry. Some instruments will be monitored on a "change only" basis. Some data
will be in the form of imagery from photography and TV.

Instrumentation required will include thermometers, speedometers, voltmeters, and
operational recording instruments. Astronaut-operated equipment will be of the soil-
and rock-testing category. Results will be recorded on tapes directly or by voice
records and descriptions.

TV cameras and visual still and movie cameras would be used with direct Earth return
of film or by telemetry link.

A.3 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

A. 3.1 Introduction

The determination of which natural and cultural resource phenomena are to be acquired
from space is intimately related to the development of space flight instruments, sub-
systems observational procedures, and interpretational techniques. It is necessary
to correlate lunar and Earth resource information requirements in the data storage
and retrieval system and also to correlate the equipment designers' ground-truth and
interpretational requirements with the resulting data bank.
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An extensive array of remote sensing equipment is currently being flight-tested and
ground-truth studies are being made to gain a better understanding of the capabilities
of this equipment so that the data obtained may be fully utilized. The Earth Resources
Aircraft contains equipment covering the electromagnetic spectrum. Test flights over
selected sites, with carefully annotated flight logs and ground-truth data, are obtaining
data in various forms which, with effective storage and retrieval, will holp in per-
fecting both the equipment flown and interpretational techniques.

The comprehensive annotation of these flight data and acquisition of carefully controlled
ground truth data will not only enable rapid and comprehensive retrieval, but will also
enable complete and rapid assessment of this information. In this way modifications
in design and technique are efficiently implemented.

A. 3.2 Remote Sensing Instrumentation

Perhaps the most organized wad of presenting the interrelationship of remote sensing
systems for Earth resource surveys is by reference to Fig. A-1. This figure presents
a breakdown of the sensing bands related to atmospheric transmission, energy source,
interactions, and detectors.

Gamma and X-Ray Region

Scintillometers and high-energy particle detectors are useful at the short wavelength
end of the electromagnetic system. These sensors were utilized extensively in uranium
exploration. Since the cessation of these activities, the gamma-ray spectrometers
have been further developed in the search for potassium, uranium, and thorium de-
posits and for low-level radiation detection from normal rocks and soils. Experi-
ments indicate that airborne instruments may be used for gamma-ray pulse-height
analysis. X-ray emission (fluorescence) is a highly developed laboratory technique
but has not been used extensively for airborne studies due to the attenuation properties
of our atmosphere and the unfeasibility, at present, of making active x-ray systems

airborne because of their power requirements.
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Ultra, ),Ft Region

The next useful imaging band in trio spectrum is the ultraviolet. As in the r .Bible and
infrared bands, ultraviolet sensing is done at the skin of the radiating surface. The

0
ultraviolet radiation (UV), defined as the area less than 4000 A, is heavily absorbed
by Earth's atmosphere and therefore has its greatest potential in the remote sensing
of planets having little or no atmosphere.

0
Passive experiments utilizing UV radiation are restricted to the near UV (4000 A and
longer) and are concerned with luminescence phenomena where solar UV excites cer-
tain terrain materials (phosphates and calcites); the resultant fluorescent radiation
occurs in the visible spectrum. Consequently, most UV photographs are taken with

a
appropriate filtering between 4200 and 3900 A. As indicated in Fig. A-1, at the shorter
wavelengths the contribution from atmospheric scattering becomes sufficiently large
to obscure the surface radiation. In examining the UV spectra of the possible lunar
surface rocks, it is found that the greatest differences in reflectivity occur at wave-
lengths shorter than 2200 A. Conceivably, high contrast imagery may be obtained in
this area. UV spectrometric methods are also employed and center around UV stimu-
lated fluorescence and luminescence.

In fluorescence, the emitted radiation is simultaneous with the exciting radiation; in
luminescence, emitted radiation takes place after the excitation has been removed.
Since the stimulated radiation takes place usually in the visible, the possibility of
detecting fluorescence from air or spaceborne platforms does exist, but it is not yet
a proven technique.

Visible Region

Next in the spectrum is the visible portion, which is by far the most thoroughly devel-
oped and understood of all the remote sensing systems. The photograph still remains
the most compact and precise information storage medium so that in spite of the
development of infrared and radar systems, camera systems continue to play a major
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role in remote sensing. Selection of the proper type of camera format size and focal

length requires a detailed tradeoff analysis which is dependent on the particular appli-
cation. There are many lenses, films, filters, and speed combinations which make
it possible to sample several spectral bands at once. The conventional wavelength
range is considered to be from 4000 to 7000 A whereas the photographic or near infra-

00red is from 7000 A to 1.0 p (10, 000 A). The photographic system operates in a passive
mode detecting the reflectance of "visible light" by means of photographic emulsions
[panchromatic, ektachrome (true color), or ektachrome infrared (false color)] . Con-
ventional black and white photography requires little, if any, explanation because of
its acceptance and widespread use in the Earth Sciences.

More recently, a system has been developed which obtains photographic coverage from
0.4 to 0. 9 µ (Refs. 22, 23, and 24). Coverage is subdivided by the use of nine matched lenses
with different filters to take nine simultaneous exposures of the same ground area. Each
of the resultant nine photographs taken during one exposure is of identical image size.
Six of the exposures are on two rolls of 70-mm panchromatic film and three exposures
are on a roll of 70-mm infrared film. Eight of the exposures represent spectral sig-
natures in the eight different narrowband portions of the spectrum, the ninth has full
IR sensitivity. A color-separation technique is used to enhance the tonal differences
imaged in the multiband photography. Selected frames from the eight bands provide
the tonal values necessary to employ a color separation system. This technique
enables operation at a bandwidth which will give maximum tonal contrast. What
finally evolves after photographic processing is a composite photograph representing
differences of reflectances between bands. Where no color differences are evident,
cancellation occurs. This approach is considered to have some advantages over con-
ventional color photography largely because the sensitivity to temperature, humidity,
exposure, and production variables of conventional color photography makes it a
difficult m Aium to work with. The high resolution of wide-bandwidth reconnaissance

film is also maintained.

The use of color photography for remote sensing in the visible spectrum supplies an
additional dim-nsion not evident in black and white photography (Refs. 25 and 26).
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It is evident that the gradation of colors supplies subtleties contained in the scene
which would not be evident otherwise. Recent Gemini photography contains excellent

examples of phis process; color variation with depth is very evident showing the con-
tours of the coastal areas to about 60 feet in depth (Refs. 27 and 28).

When using "false color" techniques, the colors in the scene are approximated but
colorimetric match does not imply spectral match. Any portion of the spectrum to
which photographic materials are sensitive can be recorded and the colorant developed
by this record can be any that are available without regard to the spectral region
initially chosen. These are known as "false color." Spectral regions can be chosen
to emphasize objects which visually are quite similar. Ek-tachrome Infrared is based
on this principle and emphasizes the difference in infrared reflection between green
vegetation and most visually similar green objects. When a yellow filter is used to
absorb the blue light, the chlorophyll of the vegetation will appear red while other
green objects will appear a dull blue. In a similar manner, any two (or more) differ-
ent portions of the spectrum discussed can be selected to emphasize spectral differ-
ences occurring in the objects of interest. Several areas within the Earth sciences
disciplines are making use of this extra dimension to record and extract additional
data. Notable examples are the airbcrne detection of crop diseases and loss of vigor

in trees prior to ground evidence.

Infrared Region

Beyond the visible exists the infrared region within whose boundaries two basic types
of remote sensing systems are available. The first is a system using; infrarec sensi-
tive film and filters for sensing the very shortest of infrared wavelengths (from 0.72
to 1.0 p). This is one system which has been summarized in the previous discussion
on multiband imagery. Equipment to operate in the near infrared (1 to 4 µ), medium

infrared (4 to 15 p), and far infrared (15 to 1000 p) has been developed to extend the

limits of photographic films. Such equipment operates within the windows available
in the Earth's atmosphere and records the radiance received from the source after it

has been emitted by (or reflected from) the Earth's surface. The atmosphere's
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composition allows relatively undisturbed t ransmission of infrared radiations in the
2- to 5- and 7- to 15-p ranges. It is important to remember that the similarity be-
tween the infrared imagery and conventional photography ends with the fact that they
are both pictorial representations of the scene. The distribution of contrast on the
thermal infrared imagery represents the pattern of energy radiated irom the scene
due to its temperature and emissivity distribution (Refs. 29 and 34).

Since the thermal infrared spectrum falls between those of visible light and radar
waves, its radiation exhibits some of the characteristics of both visible light and
microwave radio waves. It can be optically fo-ased and directed by lenses and mir-
rors or dispersed by prisms. It can also propagate through some materials that are
opaque tc; visible light.

The basic elements of the airborne thermal infrared mapping system consist of a plane
mirror scanner whose axis of rotation is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the air-
craft. This mirror reflects radiation to a parabolic mirror that is used to focus the
radiation on the infrared detector. The detector senses the incoming radiation and
converts radiation changes into an electrical signal. This signal is amplified and used
to modulate the resulting current through a lamp whose output is an intensity-modulated
spot of light. The image is focused on the surface of a photographic film and is scanned
across the film in synchronism with the rotating scanner. The iilm moves across the
exposure stition at a speed proportional to the 'alreraft spee i-to-altitude ratio and the

result aft , : processing is a strip thermal map of the area flown over, in which the
film density represents relative effective infrared radiation temperature.

	

n _	
Infrared systems produce good daylight imagery, but, since they respond to energy
radiated from beyond the visible spectrum, night infrared w4 h sensitivity in the middle
and far regions yields excellent results. For many purposes, infrared data are best
collected after dark since there is no interference from solar insulation. Dust and
haze may be penetrated depending on the size of the aerosol particles although clouds,
high surface winds, and rain reduce image quality. It is not difficult to envision the
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applicability of such s. system to the Earth sciences. Mapping of hot springs, glaciers,
and volcano areas have been accomplished successfully. Alternating bands of warmer
and cooler imagery are easily correlated to sandstone and siltstone beds. The sharp
differentiation seen between moist and dry areas is also outstanding (Refs. 31 and 32).
This system has been used for plotting forest fire perimeters normally obscured by
smoke to assist fire fighters.

Radar Region

In the wavelengths longer than infrared, there is a varbuy of radar systems used for
both passive and active sensing. The physics of the passive microwave systems is
strictly in the domain of infrared physics (wavelength range 0. 1 to 10 crn). Some
advantages that they have are greater penetration into the terrain than infrared, lower
attenuation in the passage of the rays through the atmosphere, and, provided that the
emittance of the surface layers is known, they may determine subsurface tempera-
tares. Each radiance measurement combines three semi-independent variables -
reflectance, absorption, and : -^mperature - of the surface and also of each of the layers
below the surface down to the effective attenuation depth of the wavelength in this
medium. Differences in the emittance of objects at the same (ambient) temperatures
can be mapped. Poor reflectors (high emittance) look "hot" while good reflectors look
"cold" even if both are at the same temperature. For this reason, icebergs (with
emittance almost unity) look hotter than the surrounding seawater (with a much lower
emittance and thereby reflecting the truly colder sky). Melt water can change the
emittance of ice markedly if it collects into pools. Temperature detection between
bodies measured to tenths of a degree is only possible if it is presumed that the emit-
tance of the two bodies are the same (Ref. 33).

Up to the present time, emphasis has focused on active radar imaging "systems such
as side-looking radar (SLAB). The wavelength range involved is from 1 to 300 cm
with only certain bands being used in practice (K, X, S, L, and P). Radar pro-
duces imagery which is largely independent of the climate and time of day because the
longer wavelengths penetrate fog, haze, and clouds with minimum signal loss. (Rains
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attenuate the signals but the extent of loss depends on the system wavelength and rain-
fall rate.) System components such as cathode ray tube and film cannot record all
signal levels received at the antenna with equal discrimination. Whether the film
records maximum differences between high or low intensity signals depends on the
requirements of the particular mission. The radar image is affected by the manner
in which the object is illuminated, its surface roughness, and the geometry.

The basic advantages of radar imagery are day-night all-weather overview with the
ability to penetrate forest cover. Specific advantages exist in its use for geological
studies. Overview and penetration make it possible to depict distinctly geological
features such as linear scarps. Structural features such as faults, attitude of strata,
and drainage patterns are very obvious. Fine and coarse surface materials can be
discriminated. Radar has been used in discriminating old and new ice and in the study
of glaciers in which moraines, crevasses, and texture patterns ^re made clear
(Refs. 34, 35, and 36)_

A. 3.3 Ground-Truth Correlation

The remote-sensing instrumentation discussed in the previous section has indicated
parameters relating to several systems, particularly emphasizing those operating in
the far infrared and radar bands. To fully utilize the instrumentation records or
imagery, they must be correlated with calibrated test site information so that inter-
pretational techniques may be perfected. This requires a meticulously executed pro-
gram of gathering ground-truth data during the course of flights (Refs. 37, 38, and 39).
Appendix C is a technical letter report of a "Conference on Ground :Measurements for

I the Instrument and Geologic Teams" held at the Mackay School of Mines, University
of Nevada. The report outlines the basic ground-truth requirements and parameters
and is an excellent coverage of the data required to enable valid correlations for the
development of interpretational techniques.
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A. 3.4 Data Annotation

To complete the system requirements for the input data to the data bank, the proper
annotation of collected data must be considered. Annotation data refers to that data
describing the equipment and conditions under which particular data is collected.
Proper annotation methods enable all relevant ec- ipment data, conditions of use, and
related ground truth data to be correlated. The t-Araction and meaningful interpreta-
tion of collected data is severely hampered without such correlation.
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Appendix B

LUNAR/EARTH DATA I )EXING CONCEPTS

B. 1 INTRODUCTION

Lunar/Earth data indexing concepts are described with specific emphasis on image

indexing. The indexing of report data and otter textual material has evolved over

many years with several systems emerging as the accepted standards (Ref. 40).

Present developments in the_ndexing of textual data have evolved systems such as

permuted subject indices, inverted indices as represented by the Lockheed DIALOG

system, and other techniques adaptable to ADP operations. Much work remains to

be done is the area of image indexing. The indexing concepts developed here for

image indexing follow closely other ADP systems (Ref. 41). The file organization

is patterned after that used by the NASA Scientific & Technical Information Facility.

B. 2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN IMAGE INDEXING

B. 2.1 Differences Between Textual and Photographic Data

W`_th a textual object, an indexer can extract verbal data from the document itself

and produce a usable index image of the document without any real understanding' of

what the document actually contains. Unless we can conceive of an index composed

of actual picture segments, the indexer must be able to obtain some true compre-

hension of the picture contents.

A textual document is usually created in accord with some specific objective of the

author. While a potential user may be more interested in a tangential facet of the

document, the use cannot be too far removed from the intended theme of the document.

Many graphical objects have no central or organizing theme (e, g. , a terrain photo-

graph), and a description of the same object from two different points of view may be

completely disjointed.
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The implication of these comments is that indexing pictorial data must be more
application oriented than the indexing of textual data, and for equivalent performance
the indexer of pictorial data must have a higher degree of familiarity with the subject
matter (or be better supported with indexing aids).

B.2. 2 Types of Photographic Representations

A photographic representation of a scene can assume many forms, thus posing a
variety of problems for an indexer of such data. The simplest representation is a
conventional colored or black and white print, in focus and noise free, obtained by
an optical system sensitive only to the visual spectrum. A more complex representa-
tion is again a single image; but this time obtained either outside of the visual spectrum
(e, g. , by infrared photography), or by the detection of coherent radiation (side-looking
radar or laser photography), or even a multispectral representation combining both
visible and nonvisible radiation. Additional complexity is encountered in photographic
representations which include stereo pairs (in which the scene is represented by two
images which must be superimposed, usually by special equipment, for viewing) and
inosaic or strip photography (where the scene was partitioned during the photographic
process, and may or may not be reassembled of indexing time).

The main point to be noted here is that the problem of "readability" (and perhaps even
that of physical access), which is almost never even considered in discussions of
textual indexing, is a serious consideration when dealing with photographic
representations.

B. 2.3 The Descriptive Process

A reasonably comprehensive retrieval system for pictorial (as well as textual) data
will offer an abstract as well as a collection of descriptors for each item in the file.
Ever, assuming the indexer can interpret what is present in a photograph, the prepara-
tion of a verbal description is a complex art form offering a large variety of choices.
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First we note that the description of a pictorial object can be oriented toward forming
a basis for reconstructing (at least in wide form) the object. In this case, the
description would employ a relatively simple vocabulary, and would be largely con-
cerned with the location, size, and shape (color, texture, etc. ) of simple structures
which can be identified in the photograph. Such a description would have to be
extensive.

A second type of description would be oriented toward distinguishing the pictorial.
scene from other similar scenes, or placing it in one of a set of distinct categories.
In this case, the indexer would have to have considerable knowledge of what is typical
and what is not typical for the subject matter of the photograph. He would also have
to know what the possible classification categories might be. The resulting description
could be relatively short, but would necessarily resort to a much more complex tech-
nical vocabulary.

A third type of description is one oriented toward a specific process, such as informa-
tion retrieval. In this case, the description could be closer to an enumeration of
relevant entities (major structures appearing in the photograph might be completely
ignored). The indexer could be extremely specialized and therefore quickly trained.
If desirable, a collection of descriptive forms and names or indexing terms could
be compiled to simplify the writing of such a description.

B. 2.4 The Descriptive Citation

A formal descriptive record which identifies and describes a unit of source data such
as an image is called a citation. Because of its textual format, it lends itself to
computer processing, and indexes can be generated from the contents of various fields

in the citation. The citation is a convenient means for providing:

• A formal record which consolidates information from a variety of sources

pertaining to a particular image
• An indexing base for automatic data processing equipment
• A medium for announcement of image availability as well as an intermediate

search product in information retrieval
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The different classes of information to be included in the citation emerge from these
objectives. The first class reflects the need for a definitive compilation of the
physical characteristics describing the image acquisition and the necessary geo-
metric relationships required for image rectification. The second class relates to
the geographic locatiun of the image. The third class of indexing information describes
the image content, and those parameters of general or specific interest to principal
investigators and other users.

The first two classes of indexing represent the constants supporting the interpretation
of the image content. The data fields for identification data, annotation data, related
information, and geographical location are included. The third class is represented
by the general textual description of the image content. Other ancillary data may be
included on the citation form such as procurement information. A continuing problem
is deciding an efficient tradeoff between the amount of detail to be included and the
cost of its inclusion.

B. 3 AN IMAGE INDEXING EXAMPLE

Image indexing involves a process and a product he citation. In this example the
citation was produced from a photograph of the S4., Francisco Bay area. Following
a description of this format, the process which would be used in an operational
environment at MSC will be described. This format is used as an example to illus-
trate a concept rather than the ultimate format which would be required. The citation
must be used to describe not only imagery but also the other forms of source data.

B. 3. 1 The Phot._ graph

Figure B-1 represents an unusual photograph. It consists of a mosaic formed fror- 591
photographs taken from an altitude of 30, 000 feet. The camera lens focal length was
6 inches, giving a scale of 1:60, 000. The mosaic photogrt ph was printed to simulate
a picture taken with a 12-inch lens from a spacecraft at an altitude of 300 miles. The
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Fig. B-1 Source Data Sample
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various photographs were taken during the first part of 1956. Due to the absence of
other specific information, geographic coordinates and scale are close approximations.
Annotation data are fictitious, with entries chosen to simulate the type of information
required. This photograph was selected as an example due to its clarity, knowledge
of its geopolitical area coverage, and the fact that various disciplines can derive
i;: <)rmation from its content.

A'Vhile the example is interesting, its primary purpose is to illustrate the preparation

of a citation. The format for the citation has been developed to standardize the entry
of those parameters which will identify the time period, instrumentation details,
location, general image content, and applicable references for each image acquired.
The format contains a well balanced choice of basic data which, upon demand from
the user, will service multi€'e disciplines.

B. 3.2 The Citation

The citation shown in Fig. B-2 contains fields for identification data, annotation data,
geographical location data, image content data, and procurement. information. The
accession number, the first entry in the identification data field, indicates that the
image shown in Fig. B-1 was cataloged i:_ 1968 (the first two digits), that the citation
describes an image (I), and that this is the 63rd image cataloged in 1968 in the 10, 000
series. The remainder of the identification data field is self explanatory.

The annotation data section has subsections to indicate the collection instrument
characteristics, and the vehicle positional and attitude information. Employment

n ±	 of the Principal Point (PP) pitch, yaw, and roll information in conjunction with the
vehicle track will help define displacement of the PP and the nadir point.

The Geographical Location section has been designed to permit a rapid assessment
of the general area contained in the imagery. In the proposed system, the use of

World Aeronautical Charts (WAC's) is employed. The use of grid numbers allows a
further refinement of a localized coverage within the general area covered by the
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WAC number if useful. Geopolitical area nomenclature and the total area contained
within the imagery can also be employed for a rapid perusal of potential information
to the user. The geographical coordinates of the four corners of the area covered
provide a third means of rapid assessment.

Image content quite generally gives the percentage of cloud, snow, water, and land
coverage. Image quality is expressed as excellent, good, fair, and poor. Specific
resolution values will result from a detailed analysis by the user. Specific image
content will evolve from the same analysis. Under 'other features, " prominent,
well known, or easily recognized surface features are identified which help to define
specific areas of image content.

Procurement information is predicated on the assumption that all data will be stored
at MSC, Houston, Texas. Cost estimates are approximate and intended to depict that
type of information which is available to the user and its approximate cost. Refer-
ences will be added as deemed advisable by the Lunar/Earth Data Bank or at the
request of a user.

B.4 THE IMAGE INDEXING PROCESS

Figure B-3 shows the information flow in an image indexing proces3 at MSC for
Lunar/Earth data. The accession number represents the only arbitrary entry on
the citation (except for year and data form code); all other data are derived from
mission planning, program office, principal investigator, and instrumentation/flight
log documerts. At the moment of image capture, these data become the constants
for image interpretation. The preparation of the citation may even precede the
availability of the actual image from the photo processing. The assignment of the
accession number to a set of "constant data" requires the matching of the image to
its unique citation. At this time the content analysis could be performed. The cita-
tion and film processing; are prepared in parailel. During Step 1 the mission data,
program office, and principal inve=stigator directives are abstracted. The ilight log
and recorded data (magnetic tape) are processed (abstracted) and are posted to the
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citation. In parallel with the citation preparation, relevant data are annotated on the
image for correlation and matching in Step 2. During Step 2 the accession number
is ent3red on both the image and the citation. At this point in the sequence, a one-to-
one relationship is established between the image and the citation, and an image search
is possible based on these limited data acquisition objectives and instrumentation con-
stants. This capability is indicated on the diagram by flow lines to the ADP for the
citation and image storage (by accession number) for the image uata. These steps
conclude the entry of the first class of descriptive data.

The second data class relates the image to its geographical location. These data
may be derived from a time-spatial relationship for each exposed image. These data
are obtained from a correlation of the flight log, and recorder outputs to ground
check points identified both during the data acquisition and later during film process-
ing. The geographical location of t:.e image is identified by the principal point and
the four corners. When ground check points appear on the image they must be
identified for ease of location. Th? geographical location, principal point plus corner
coordinates, is completed during Step 2.

The image content analysis function produces the third class of indexing data. This
class includes identification of gross image features (Step 3) and the identification of
detail features and feature interpretations (Step 4).

The general analysis function requires a minimum of skill relating to the image inter-
_	 pretation. This analysis makes an assessment of the image quality, identifying cloud

cover, and other visibility limiting factors (reflections, etc.). Further assessment
is made on the basic coverage identifying land/water ratio and the discernible gross
features. Some of these gross features are as follows:

• Land/water, lakes/oceans
• Geographic area identification
• Land features, mountains, plains, rivers, deserts
• Water features, islands, underwater feature visibility
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The identification of these gross features in conjunction with the constant data affords
a significant advancement in source data retrieval with a high probability for obtain-
ing the desired specific features.

The assessment of the detailed features would be accomplished primarily by personnel
trained in the specific field of investigation, i. e. , forestry, hydrology, oceanography,
etc. Such feature interpretation is the responsibility of the principal or associate
investigators and their staff. The detail to which the feature analysis is performed
is based on several factors. First, if the principal investigators are directly
associated with the program office and data facilities at MSC, the feature extraction
could be performed by both MSC and principal investigator team members providing
gross and detail feature identification; if the principal investigator is located remote
to the data processing activity, the level of analysis would depend on the available
analysis services at MSC. Second, the analysis team personnel capability and
number of members (excluding principal investigators) would depend on the available
proje,A funds, the total volume of data t) be screened, the objectives of the analyses,
and other factors relating to data interpretation. The level of analysis must be con-
tinually weighed against the data contribution. The techniques of data acquisition
may produce a high level of redundant data or multiple frames of imagery containing
similar gross features, i. e., as expected for high resolution images in a continuous
strip. For this situation, a single analysis would include n frames in a single
citation. Under this concept the citation describes an indexable unit which may
include any number of images or any length of film.

The "specific analysis" refers to the identification of detail features on the photo-
graphs. Another aspect of the detail analysis includes feature interpretation. It
should be acknowledged that a wide overlap exists between feature identification and

interpretation. This overlap results from the different experience levels of the
analysts.

111e task of photo interpretation is treated here in relation to the Earth sciences.
The lunar sciences also require extensive photointerpretation; however, the
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techniques utilized for the Earth sciences are directly applicable to the lunar tasks,
particularly in the areas of cartography, geography, geodesy, and geology. The
Earth sciences tasks also include natural resources in agriculture, forestry, hydrol-
ogy, and oceanography.

The objectives for each data acquisition mission are defined by the principal investi-
gator and his associates. The instrumentation is designed to meet these objectives
and similarly the analyses level performed is expected to favor those areas supporting
these objectives. The nature of data is universal to many different objectives. The
identification of the basic coverage is useful to investigators in other fields. There
exists a need to develop an indexing and classification system for the Earth science
data enabling an improved, efficient utilization of the total data bank. The capability
of the general-purpose computer can provide an effective cross correlation between
the fields in Earth sciences technology. A thesaurus should be evolved relating
specific terms and related items. A hierarchy of classifications would provide the
basic headings for indexing and cross referencing. This thesaurus would be developed
to aid the general analyst in photointerpretation, enabling the identification of features
in acceptable terminology.

The hierarchy of classification should be relatively independent of the specific science.
The first order of classification might identify the continental platforms, ocean basins,
and gross details at the interface. The second order of classifications could describe
the land areas, detailing features such as mountains, plateaus, plains, and deserts;
for the water areas, feature identification would include lakes, oceans, island popula-
tions, and underwater features when visible. The third order of classification would
identify more detailed features such as hills, valleys, buttes, mesas, rivers, vegeta-
tion, and other features. More detailed levels in the hierarchy may be desirable;
however, as detail increases, indexing and retrieval generality decreases. For ex-
ample, the distinctions between forestry and agriculture or industrial development and
natural phenomena takes i-ito account the man-made patterns which are detectable.
The thesaurus of terms is a function of the detectable features which are different
for aircraft and satellite data. The photographic scale and image resolution provide
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different sets of resolvable phenomena requiring new descriptors for features and

attributes.

The development of this thesaurus will enable many researchers to share the informa-
tion in the data bank. The use to which these data may be put depends on the need
and resourcefulness of the investigators. Table B-1 (derived from Ref. 42) identifies
some features and attributes which would be considered for inclusion in this thesaurus.
The thesaurus would be developed primarily from most frequently used terms.

The basic objective for data classification is to provide a data bank supporting
research and study of Earth features. The capability for interpretation of these
features from instruments must be determined. As these technologies are developed,
the ability to retrieve the original data is necessary to substantiate new concepts for
feature extraction or data interpretation.

B. 5 MACHINE AIDS TO IMAGE INDEXING

B. 5.1 Automatic Classification of Pictorial Data (Pattern Recognition)

Almost all present pattern recognition schemes partition the recognition problem
(after data acquisition) in two parts. The first part is involved with the problem of
feature extraction, operations on a pattern which determine identifying features or
characteristics of the pattern. The second part involves the decision-making pro-
cedure which classifies the pattern by comparing pattern characteristics with those
of a reference set of patterns. The decision-making procedure might be arrived at
through statistical-decision-theory considerations, or perhaps through some informal
intuitive approach; but in any case, the performance potential of the decision-making
element is highly dependent on the output of the feature extraction.

While the decision-making element can be designed so as to be relatively general in
its ability to accept inputs from a wide variety of feature extractors, the feature
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Table B-1

DISCIPLINE-INDEPENDENT, FEATURE-DESCRIPTIVE INDEX TERMS

Entities (Features)

Acoustic noise
Air
Airpoi.ts
Albedo
Ash
Barometric pressure
Beaches
Biology
Biological pollutants
Bioluminescence
Breezing
Chemical pollutants
Cloud cover
Crustal features
Cultural features
Dwellings
Earth tilt
Ecological features
Faults
Floods
Folds
Harbors

Area
Boundaries
Chemistry
Circulation
Color
Coverage
Cycle
Damage
Decay
Deformation
Density
Destruction
Development
Dielectric consta.:t
Diffusion
Distribution
Drainage
Drift
Dynamics

Ice
Industry
Joints
Lakes
Lake shore
Land
Lava
Lineaments
Meteorological features
Mountains
Ocean
Ocean currents
Pingos
Population
Radiation
Railways
Rainfall
Raw material
Rivers
River banks
Roads
Roof density

Attributes

Elevation
Energy
Erosion
Extent
Flow direction
Flow rate
Frequency
Heat
Height
Infestation
Location
Migration
Moisture
Movement
Pattern
Periodicity
Planting pattern
Power

Schools of fish
Sediment
Shock swarms
Silting
Smoke and fire
Snow
Soil
Surface energy
Surface strain
Swarms
Tectronic features
Thermal energy
Traffic type
Transportation
Turbulence
Upwelling
Vegetation
Water
Water vapor
Weather
Wind

Proximity
Reflectivity
Salinity
Sea state
Shade
Silting
Slope
Spectral signature
Temperature
Texture
Thickness
Turbidity
Variation
Velocity
Vigor
Volume
Water loss
Wave characteristic
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extractor itself must be very closely matched to the process on which it is to act.
The feature extractor can be looked at as a collection of complete pattern recognition
devices, each such device designed to detect one specific feature. Thus, the design
of the feature extractor poses two problems to the designer; he must first decide
which features are to be extracted for input to the decision-making element, then he
must use his knowledge of the process producing the patterns to design the sensors
and logic which will detect the features of interest.

As can be seen from these comments, the designer must know rather precisely what
he is looking for if he is expected to do a good job on the design of the essential
feature extractor. It should also be realized that most of the theoretical wor?: '_-;:ie
to date in the area of pattern recognition has been concerned with the decision-making
element. There is almost no theoretical basis for the design of the feature extractor.
Operating pattern recognition systems which perform successfully owe their success
in large part either to the simplicity of the problem to which they are applied, or to
the intuitive cleverness of the designer in constructing the feature extractor. Thus,
the near-term potential for a useful general-purpose system for fully automatic
pattern classification of pictorial data is rather small.

B. 5.2 Semiautomatic Classification of Pictorial Data (Screening of Photographs,
Detection of Changes in Photographic Images)

Machine screening (crude classification) of photographic data according to criteria
such as the occurrence of gross change (for which comparative cover exists), or the
percentage of cloud cover, or the "texture" and structural properties of the photo-
graphic content, offers reasonable promise for near-term accomplishment. Norte of
the machine screening techniques is yet available for practical application and indeed

many problems still remain to be solved.

Machine image detection procedures, which have received the most attention so far,
are still overly sensitive to such irrelevant factors as camera position and orienta-
tion, sun location and resulting shadows, atmospheric conditions, etc. Percentage
cloud cover assessment and screening can probably be accomplished with today's
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techniques, but the utility and cost-effectiveness of this type of screening by machine
is open to serious question. The machine partitioning and screening of photographs
based on their texture and structural properties is a relatively new area of investiga-
tion (some work in this area is being carried out at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories),
and its potential is still unresolved.

It is not uni easonable to consider human screening of pictorial data in this section
on semiautomatic classification of data. here we would have relatively unskilled
personnel (perhaps using machine aids or data already filtered by machine) perform-
ing rough classification of pictorial data, either according to the criteria given or
with respect to somewhat more sophisticated criteria requiring the ability to distinguish
between land, sea, mountains, desert, etc.

B. 5.3 Machine Aids for Human Classifiers and Indexers of Pictorial Data

Machine aids to the human processing of pictorial data fall into many categories.
These can include:

• Display equipment — hardware whicn permits viewing the pictorial data.
Such hardware includes optical projectors (including stereo receivers) with
a capability for magnifying, focusing, and accessing imagery locally avail-
able in hard copy form; facsimile and long distance xe:.,graphy for obtaining
hard copy imagery from a remote source (some ability to adjust magnifica-
tion and contrast); electronic displays (e, g. , TV monitors, cathode ray tubes,
electroluminescent and mosaic indicators) with a capability for magnifying,
changing aspect ratio, and adjusting contrast of locally or remotely available
imagery.

• Rectification equipment — hardware which removes distortions introduced
into the imagery by the acquisition process, including nonlinear geometric
distortions, bandnass distortions, intensity distortions, and various types
of random noise. Processing techniques for rectification of these distortions
is still highly dependent on the skill of operator, and on the particular
imagery and acquisition system involved. The hardware employed is typically
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a system involving a digital computer and a flying spot scanner. Thus,
rectification equipment i-; obviously not suited to on-line use by personnel

indexing or abstracting pictorial data.
• Mensuration aids — measurements derived from photographic data can have

two applications. The measurements can result in annotation on the photo-
graphic data itself, or they can be used as part of a report (index, or
abstract) about the photographic data. In the first case, an example of
annotations which can later be used by an indexer are contour markings.
Such annotat. , ns can be produced automatically (some operator intervention
required) by existing hardware which uses stereo pairs as input. In the
second case, we are typically integrated in area and distance measurements.
A wide range of such instruments currently exists, from inexpensive hand-
held rulers and planimeters, to computer-implemented routines for making
and adjusting the measurements according to scale, projection angle, and
other parameters associated with the photographs.

• Clerical and information retrieval aids — devices, forms, and formal pro-
cedures which can be used as tools by a human indexer of pictorial data in
the performance of his task. These can include specially designed forms,
vocabulary and phrase lists, transcribing aids (including a terminai to a
computer- conti Jed report writing system), and a retrieval system for
obtaining photographic keys and comparative cover to be used as a pictorial
guide for the human indexer. A wide variety of such aids currently exists.
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Appendix C

DIALOG: An operational on-line reference retrieval system

by ROGER K. SUMMIT
L!X'khred Pala Alto Rr.irarrh Laho ►atnry
Palo Alto, California

INTRODUCTION
Classification systems in the sciences usually provide
an unambiguous structure of mutually exclusive,
collectively exhaustive categories. The same formal
structuralization, when strictly applied to the classifi-
cation of technical literature for retrieval purposes.
has proved inadequate. At another extreme, ap-
proaches to indexing which preclude any hierarchical
association are similarl'y disappointing. The dual
dilemma is illustrated in the following quotation:'

The English language is so rich that [even] many
of the most explicit technical and scientific con-
cepts may be represented by several different
word symbols (or combinations of word symbols).
This apparent literary advantage can become a
formidable retrieval disadvantage unless [some
means] is developed to enable the user to express
his information needs in his vocabulary, and to
retrieve relevant information expressed by an
originator in his own entirely different vocabu-
:ary..Similarly, a user must be able to express his
information needs on a generic, or "inclusive
class.- level with reasonable expectation that the
documents retrieved will include not only those
which discussed information on the generic class
level, but also those which discussed information
on the level of the specific members of that gener-
ic class.
The different c% among information retrieval sys-

tems today relate to the manner in which the two
problems of ambiguity and specificity arc treated.
Off-line, batch-processed retrieval suffers an inherent
disadvantage of providing no intermediate results for
user evaluation and subsequent search redefinition.
For these and other reasons, it is felt by many that an
on-line computer system, which allows a user to con-
verse directly with the computer in his quest for rele-

"'The Ft►pineers Joint founcil Action Plan." Appendix 11. fhe-
xaarar of Engineering Terms, New York, Engineer Joint Council.
May 1964.

vane document citations, ca:, provide a more effective
environment for information retrieval than is po%%ihle
with off-line systems. The on-line system permit%
information retrieval to be a highly individualized
process with rc R pect to time of occurrence. question

at hand, and characteristic% of tu%cr.
Computer tcchnolt-*V currently allow% the eonfilntr-

ation of a real-time. user-directed information %toraitc
and retrieval system. Less under%+n—f. however. is
the problem of directing and controlling %uch a hard-
ware configuration so as to allow a user who is neither
knowledgeable about nor interested in : omtwters to
obtain useful results from a large file of document
descriptions (citations) in a rapid. -anvenient, and
effective manner.

Related to -% previous experiment. CONVF.RSF.
the DIALOG system was developed to investigate
the effectiveness of a flexible. user-directed language
in accomplishing reference retrieval.

Dialne tirvrinpment

The effectiveness of an on-line, user-directed re-
trieval system lies in the degree to which it can ac-
complish the following:

• Provide a variety of "command" functions for
communication. search, and display of gforma-
tion from which the user can select those moot
appropriate to his particular problem.

• Provide the flexibility to include additional
commands or other operational mode% as new
search techniques arc developed.

• Assist the user in starch definition and in full
emplovment of system capabilities.

• Allow intermediate user evaluation of search
results with subsequent request refinement.

• Require a minimum of hookkeeping or remember-
ing on the part of the user in the association of
retrieved references with request expressions.

• Minimize clapeed time between query and re-
sponse.
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• Eliminate need for "middle-man" request intLr-
pretation by system specialists.

• Allow real-time interaction between user and
system for search guidance.

Although a "free-form" language was considered
for communication between the user and the com-
puter. it was decided that it better balance between
man inconvenience and machine inconvenience was
attained through the use of several predefined com-
mands \k hich could be modified by the user according
to his o%cn needs. Such a structure allows modular
developmen t of the system and also permits the easy
incorporation of additional commands if or as the
need for them arises.

It was felt that although most users would not be
familiar with Boolean al gebra. some method of
coordinate searching should be allowed. The conclu-
sioc \.kas the development of the COMBINE com-
mand. If A and B are sets of documents the first of
which contains descriptor A and the second of which
contains descriptor B. COMBINE A + B results in
a set of documents each of which contains either
index term A or index term B. COMBINE A•B
results in a set of documents each of which con-
tains both index terms A and B: COMBINE A— B
results in a set containing te rm A but not term B.
Any set can be used in subsequent COMBINE com-
mands to recursively partition t he reference set into
successively more relevant subsets. In this manner.
a Boolean search strategy evolves in stepwise fashion,
and the user is provided information at the conclusion
of each step to assisi rim in defining the next step.

7 he dialog language

Tae current operating environment of the DIALOG
system in an IBM 3601'30 (32 thousand bytes of core)
together with two 2311 disk packs (7.5 million bytes
ea,:h) for programs and intermediate storage, a 2321
Data Cell (415 million bytes) mass storage device for
the reference corpus, a 1443 off-line printer, and a
2260 display/1053 printer input/output terminal
(Figure 1). The reference file consists of some
300,000 NASA announced citations.

The DIALOG system provides a number of com-
mands which appear as the upper case or shift values
of the top row f keys on the display ke_/board (Fig-
ure 2). The depression of these command keys,
together with entry of associated operands, enable the
user to instruct the computer in a desired sequence
of operations. A search consists of (1) identifying
and selecting descriptors (subject of index terms)
which reflect the user's interest, (2) combining
descriptors into search expressions, and (3) examining
retrieved citations and modifying search expressions.

..r

Figure 1. — Remote access terminal

Figure 2. — Remote terminal keyboard

Identification and selection of descriptors

To determine whether a certain term has been
used to index documents under consideration, the
command EXPAND, entered together with the term,
cau ies a display of a list of actual descriptors alpha-
betically close to the term entered. Each descriptor
is shown with it temporary identification number by
which it may be referenced as long as it appears on
the display. For each descriptor so displayed, the
number of citations to which that descriptor was
assigned, as well as the number of terms conceptually
related to that descriptor, are also displayed. A dis-
play of the conceptually related terms for any dis-
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played descriptor may be obtained by depressing the
EXPAND key and entering the descriptor identifi-
cation number appearing on the display. Any dis-
played term can be selected by depressing the SE-
LECT command and then entering the descriptor
identification number which appears on the display.
SELECT causes the citations containing the selected
descriptor to be collected for further processing.
Each selected descriptor is assigned an identifica-
tion number and is typed out on the console printer
together with the number of citations to which it has
been assigned as an index term.

Combination of descriptors

The number of citations associated with any given
descriptor is likely to be large (500 to 10,000). Al-
though it is possible to display citations frorn a single-
descriptor set, it is probably more efficient to specify
a combination of descriptors which must be present
in a citation before it is retrieved. The COMBINE
command is used for this purpose. Assume a person
is interested in documents pertaining to welding
defects in aluminum, and has selected the terms:
(1) WELDING (used in 2239 citations), (2) DEFECT
(used in 1206 citations), and (3) ALUMINUM
(used in 7137 citations). By combining these three
terms (i.e., COMBINE 1*2*3 where * stands for
"and"), a fourth set of 13 citations results, each of
which contains all three terms.

By allowing the repeated use of sets generated by
one COMBINE command in the definition of other
COMBINE commands, the user can converge in
step-wise fashion on citations of interest. At each
step he is provided the size of the resultant set and
can either examine individual citations in that set, or
modify the set by combining it with other sets (with
the COMBINE command).

Examination of retrieved citations and search
expression modification

Citations can be displayed wherever desired with
the DISPLAY command. This operation will fre-
quently allow the user to discover new descriptors
and add them to his search list to further specify his
interest.

The KEEP command allows the user to set aside
or save selected citations for later printout either
on the console printer (TYPE command) or on the
off-line printer (PRINT command).

It is possible to further restrict a retrieved set of
citations by year of announcement, announcement
media (IAA, STAR, CSTAR), or announcement
series number. The command LIMIT is provided

for this purpose. Although primarily of interest to
library personnel, this command allows limiting on
any or all of the categories just described.

A searrh example using dialog

Assume that the user is interested in reports deal-
ing with the transfer of aerospace technology to
industry. On the bottom line of the display screen
(Figure 2) he will see the message:

ENTER NEXT COMMAND ►

This is an indication that searching can begin. The
user initiates his search by depressing the BEGIN
SEARCH command key. This results in an inter-
view display which, when completed, appears as in
Display 1.

vL[Aa[ fNTEY TWF INFORM.TION REQUESTED !FLOW, IN T E R FACII LINE AS CONPLET(D

E. SIAACM TITLE- TF:HMUIUGY TRANfFFA TO INDUSTRY
1, NAME: E. L.BNADFURT
5. WAIL STJ,, SDI-$
6. 11—c.: [L[ttWUNlcs

Entry of the final item (the word "electromag-
netics" in this case) causes the console printer to
print out the search heading at the top of Figure 3.
Each subsequent step of the search is typed out on the
console printer and appears as Figure 3. (The reader
should refer to this figure to follow the search pro-
cedure.)
SEARCH TITLE: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO INDUSTRY
DATE:OS/13/V7
ME DUE S TOR: 	 E. L.9RA01IURY,30I-S,EL:CT AONICS

	

S[T NO.IM	 DESCRIPTION OF SET

__
COMMAMO-OPFRAMO(S) N0._ __SET - (••0R, ••HMO,-•Wr,TI

	

_______ _____	 __________.__-_________-_______---_-_____.______
E-T ECNMOLOCY
E-ES
S-ES	 1	 16 TECHNOLOGY16
S-E10	 1	 166 AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY
C-1 . 1	 5	 7165 1.1
S-TRANSFER	 N	 7611 TRANSFER
S-INDUSTRY	 S	 1176 IMOUSTRY
C-} •Y• S	 6	 11 II.11.6.1
D-6
S-UTI 112ATION	 1	 596 UTILIZATION
C-6 . 7	 9	 6165 6.7
C-1 . 6 . 5	 9	 69 (1.11.5.16.7)
C-9-6	 10	 17 ((1.71.5.16./11-(lt•11.6•SI
D-10
►-9

1-60	 ITEMS HAVE BEEN PRINTED.
OUR DIVISION, A HEAOOUARTERS COMPOMEMT, OFTEN HAS TU RESPOND IM A SHORT TINF TO
FOE 

CUE. 
TS FOB INFORMATION FROM OUR MANAGEMENT TO--S FAR TWO<, SYSTFN FOR QUICK A

CCE 
IS 

TO INFORMATION IS THE ONLY ONE 1 NAVE SEEN THAT CAN MEET 01IA WEDS.

TOTAL TIME ELAPSED FOR THIS SEARCH IS 	 9.69 MINUTES.

Figure 3. — Search example (console printer output)

To begin his search, the user wishes to see if "tech-
nology" has been used as an index term, and, if so,
how many citations contain it as an index item. The
user depresses the EXPAND key on the display
keyboard and types in "technology." The console
printer prints out a command echo (Figure 3) con-
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silting of the first letter of the command (E) together
with its operand ("technology"). This provides the
user a visual check on what the computer received.
The command response then appears on the display
screen as shown in Display 2.

[YPANO-tECHMOIULY
NEE	 DESCRIPTOR CITATIONS R[L. TERMS REF

t 
	 TECHNICAL S67 E1

FI	 iECHNI CAI ONAMI MG S	 12
L1	 TECHMI CAI	 FYI TIIIG Y ES
lY	 iECHNM QUE 6.96 16	 EL

11
	 "1CrINULUCT 2.66 Y	 ES

IL	 1ECIUIULOGY	 /LEN/
ET	 TECTONIC NO vENENT

Z
13

EA
E7

EA	 IECTUNICS AA EA
E9	 i 11 F1
ENTEN MELT	 CUwaAMO ►

K

Notice that the display shows the terms alpha-
betically near to "technology" (which itself is indi-
cated with an *). By displaying the alphabetically near
terms, the user is able to see not only if and to what
extent the term he entered has been used as an index
term, but also any spelling or ending variations on the
term which have been used (e.g., weld versus welding).
The user need not even spell the term correctly.
"E" numbers are assigned to the displayed index
terms for reference purposes.

It can be seen that "technology" is used in an index
term in 2,666 citations and has 4 related terms en-
tries in the thesaurus. (Related terms refer to con-
ceptually or hierarchically related terms which are
usually associated with a particular term.) To examine
the related terms, the user depresses EXPAND
and types in E5 which results in Display 3.

(YP1ND-f5
NEE	 UESCNI PTUN CITATIONS REL,	 TERMS NET
ES	 • TECHNOLOGY 7i0i	 A	 ES
Ell	 AEROSPACE TEGHM p IOGY SiY	 E10
III	 IIOTEG11MJ1 ULY {/	 Fll
Ell	 nIL1TANI	 TECHNU LUGY
E15	 REACTOR TECHMO.OGT

119	 1	 Ell
161	 Elf

ENTEN NEYT COEVUN00

The user notices the descriptor "aerospace tech-
nology" and reasons that for his purposes "tech-
nology" and "aerospace technology" are equivalent.
He thus selects the two terms "technology" and
"aerospace technology," and combines the corre-
sponding sets into a third set containing 2,745 citations
(in which each citation contains either "technology"
or "aerospace technology" as index terms). The con-
sole typewriter response for these commands is shown
in lines 3 through 5 in Figure 3. (Note that OR is
coded as "+," whereas AND is coded "*.")

The user now continues his search by selecting
"transfer" and "industry" (shown as lines 6 and 7
of Figure 3). He is now ready to combine his selected

terms to define his search topic. He wants each
citation retrieved to contain either "technology" or
"aerospace technology" and "transfer" and "indus-
try." He can effect such a set by depressing the COM-
BINE key and typing in "3*4*5." This command
results in set 6 which contains 23 citations (shown as
line 8 of Figure 3).

To display these citations, the user depresses the
DISPLAY key and types in 6 (the set number),
which results in a display of the first citation in the
set as shown in Display 4.

O WERT	 0/2/1
:SAINTS	 00/O7/IS	 uNC LASSIFIED

SPIN-OFF FROM SPACE. 	 EN;Aft INFORMATI0. SYSTEM TO ASSIST TRANSFER OF TECIINOL
OGICAL DATA FROM SPACE PAOGRAIN TO POTENTIAL OEMEFI CIARIESI

1$T(MLE 1. N,	 /NASA, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 10 • IMFORMTIOM DIV., W{ILINGT
011. O.C./. 701069 YOfCI [NC[ JOYRNAL. VOL. 1, Jul. 19if, I. IS-/0.

kERN, O. M
/ AEROSPACE/-AEROSPACE iECHMOIOGT/ DATA IMDUSTAY/ INFORMAT IOM/•1 MFORIYTION R[

TRIEVAL/ •NASA PROGRAM/ PROGRAM/ RETRIEVAL/ SPACE/ TECHNOLOGY/ TITANIUM/ TRANSFER

ENTER NEAT COMNAMO ►

Note that the response contains the three specified
terms: "transfer," "aerospace technology," and
"industry." Successive items can be displayed by
depressing ENTER.

Assume the user continues stepping through set 6
to item 3 (Displays 5 and 6). Individual citations can
be printed by depressing the PRINT key.

DISPLAY	 6/2/2
6SUliY19 F	NASA-(A-S l7LA	 MASK-If7	 00/00/AS	 UNCLASSIf1(D

AEROSPACE AESEARC. APIL.C., IONS CENTER SUMMARY REPON', 1 ANA L TO 10 JUNE 19U3
(AEROSPACE RESEARCH APPLICATIONS - CON, ENENCEI

WEIMER, A. M.
11576700 1411ANA UNIV. FOUNDATION, OLD" PHOTO..
/ AEROSPACE/-AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY/ APPLICATION/ COFMICRCIAL/-CONF(R[HC(/ INOHST

MY/ HASA PNOGRAU/ RESEARCH/ TRANSFER

ENTER NEST CUHMANO ►

DISPLAY	 A/1/5
i6N13375 F	NASA-CM-AI61Y EN-Sf-(SLY 	 MASH-.111	 00/O6/AS	 UNCLASSIFIED

SPACE -TECHNOLOGY -APPLIED TO (IAN -S -[ARTNLT -N[EOA - -A F(ASISILITT STUDY ON
TIIf TRANSFER OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TO INDUSTRY USE 4IIASIOILI11 STUDY ON AC

CILIRATING TRAMii[N OF A[ROf OACE T[CHMp LOGY TO COMMERCIAL INDUSTRY - AEROSPACE L
I TERATUNf APPL ICASI LITY TO INDUSTA'I

SNOCM, A. M OEMSIC:AR, N. J. MACY. A.
AS SS6Sf 7AMENI CAN NACNIME AMD FOUNDRY CO., SANTA ASSSLSS7NARNARA, CALIF.
/ A EROSPACE/-AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY/ APPLICATION/ COMMERCIAL/ [VALUATION/-INDUST

RY/INFORNAT PUN/•INi DURATION N[TNI[VAL/ LITERATURE/ QUALITY/ METAL IAL/ SUNVET/
TECHNICAL/ TECHNOLOGY/ TRANSFEA/ UTILIZATION
ENTER NEXT COMMAND ►

The user continues stepping through the set of
citations and notices in item 3 that the term "utiliza-
tion" is used in the same sense as "transfer" (i.e.,
"technology transfer to industry" versus "technology
utilization by industry"). He thus decides to broaden
his search expression to include "transfer" or "utili-
zation." This is accomplished with the following
commands:
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Command Operand(s)
SELECT UTILIZATION
COMBINE 4+7 
COMBINE 3*8*5

(The results of these commands can be followed in
Figure 3.) The final COMBINE command results in
set 9 containing 40 citations. To see if the broadened
definition returned relevant citations, the user wishes
to examine the items in set 9 which do not appear in
set h (the first search expression). This is accom-
plished by COMBINE 9A (resulting in set 10 con-
taining 17 citations) and DISPLAY 10. A few of the
results are shown in Displays 7, 8, and 9.

DISPUY	 tsrrlL
Us'.1J31 NF	 NASA-rR-506X5	 NASR-N11031	 CD/001b7	 UNCLASSIFIED
(ut1 L121i1.. OE NASA SPACE TECMNO LOCI  ST" I DRESTERN INDUSTRY)

Nbl-1X511 -IONf ST RESEARCH INS1., AANSAS CITE, N1M0. UTILIZATION Or NASA-GE
NERATED S RACE TECHNOLOGY I'll NIDNESTERN I110U5TRY ODARIERLY PROGRESS REPORT AIN
U. S, S I.AY - S 1Uf,, IN. II, N, f.ADRF RRY (EV.II vN SOP /NASA CONTRACT NASA-6I/01
i/ /NASA C-5—k/ASUTS- $2.60	 . $1.10 "1

LADRE RRY, N
.+: S I S ATUNt OH[Si RF SEARCH INSI., KANSAS CITY, W.
i L-CEPT/ • INDUSTRY/-NASA PROGRAM/ S PACE/ TECHNOLOGY/ UTILIZATION

INT(-. NFAI [1!11111ND ►

DISPLAY	 10/212
61.81-1	 M1SA-TN-F-SI n1	 2r/0N/NN	 UNCLASSIFIED

THE x	 LRAM FOR .TIHULATING INOUSTNIAL UTILIZATION C1 GOVIRMMINT-SPONGORI
O TFf 1, Mn L"',

OI MN"" ' D. T.
NEII,W1NATIDUAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRITION. Nflb11571N1511Mf,' 	 D.

/ CONf FRENCE/ INDUSTRY/ NASA PROGRAM/ PROGRAM/ SINULATI UN) TIfNNOLOGi/ T ' !I
TION

FNTIR 11.1 rOMM	 .

GISPLAY	 l0/2/I
.X12622	 00/00/bl	 UNCLASSIFIED
THE UNI V[NSI T1 AND TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION	 (UNIVERSITY PROGRA ,.:S AN,, TFr.INOLOG
UTUaLTION - TDDCATION AND INDUSTRY)
TIRMIII	 F. I.
SU SS Eu 16 STANFORD U'".' CALIF.
/ (ONFFR[NCE/ DFV ELOPHEHT/ • E000ATIO N / • 1 xDUSTRY/ NASA PROf.OAU/ PROf.RAMI R, SFAx[
/ $ IFNrf/ SPACE/ TECHNOLOGY/ TRAINING/ 0NI VFRSI TY/•11X1 VFASITV PRO-  UTILIZA

ENTER NEXT C^uR:1:ID ►

Any or all of these citations or their accession num-
bers 'identification numbers) can be printed out for
future reference (in this example the user prints set
9). The search expression could be further broadened
or narrowed by including additional terms. The
retrieved sets could be limited by various parameters
such as date and publication type. The search is
completed when the user depresses END SEARCH.
This command results in Display 10 which the user
completes. Entry of this information causes elapsed
search time and user comments to be printed on the
console typewriter, and clears the computer for the
next search.

PIFASC FNiIL  N" SUDG[SiI ON; Axn 1 N i11CISH5 IN IMF $PAGE a"'. DEPRESS
[MIFU UPON C MPt[TI---

I v141UN. A xIADOUAPTFRI c-11 n1	 ws T1, OFSPO un	 A TNORT fIMF T^,
RFIL STS FOR INf ORw TION rRON O'iu M	 1,, SKTFN r R gulf•
Affl1', T.1 INFDRMATIDN IS ENE D.11 .n NlN I I w AV^ T 'IFM I-T CAN "FIT OUR NFEDSI

11-1 11-1 r1AV5FIl 1- THIS 11—M 1'.	 A.11 NI NUTFS,

CONCLUSION

The DIALOG language was developed as a pro-
prietary product by the Information Sciences group
at the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory. It
has been implemented with the NASA collection of
over 300,000 citations, and is currently being ap-
plied to a collection of personnel summaries:

Search topics which have been executed using
DIALOG include:

• Interaction of magnetosphere and solar :wind
• Vibrational excitation of carbon dioxide
• Molybdenum disulfide as a solid lubricant in

spacecraft

• Gas phase reactions of fluorocarbons with oxygen
and nitrogen

Search times vary considerably among users, de-
pending on the user's experience and on the com-

plexity of the search. A reasonable average• however,
is about 30 minutes of elapsed time and 5 to 10
minutes of computer time per search. At $1 1-5 per
hour average machine charge, this represents a cost of
$10 to $20 per search.

In summary, there are five important character-
istics of the D1 ALOG language:

• The search question is constructed at search
time (rather than at index time as is the case with
a manual system).

• DIALOG is designed for nonspecialists, i.e..
the users themselves, and thus avoids one com-
munication barrier.

• The command language is independent of the
particular data it searches.

• As an on-line system• it allows continual redef-
inition of the search question. based on examina-
tion of intermediate results.

• Control of the process lies with the user, the
computer merely serves as a data-processing

extention of the user.
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